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THE KNEE AND ITS ANATOMY

The knee joint is the largest synovial joint of the human body in which the femur and tibia 

articulate, and allows for flexion, extension, and a small degree of rotation around the verti-

cal axis. These bones are fixated within the joint by muscles, ligaments, and tendons. Each 

bone end is covered with a layer of cartilage, which is, together with the meniscus, designed 

to absorb pressure during mechanical loading. The patella is the third bone within the knee 

joint. Synovial fluid is an important lubricant within the knee capsule, which also provides 

important nutrients to the cartilage. The synovial fluid is created by the joint’s synovial mem-

brane that lines the joint and seals it, together with the fibrous outer membrane, into a joint 

capsule.1 Another shock absorber in the knee is the infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP), also known 

as ‘Hoffa’s fat pad’, an intracapsular, extra-synovial structure in the anterior knee joint and 

one of several fat pads of the knee.

OSTEOARTHRITIS OF THE KNEE

Epidemiology

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most prevalent joint disease causing a tremendous burden to pa-

tients and society that will further increase in next decades. Current worldwide estimates are 

that 9.6% of men and 18.0% of women aged over 60 years have symptomatic OA, which 

is likely to increase by 40% in the following decades.2,3 OA is associated with ageing and 

develops progressively over several years.4 OA was traditionally considered a degenerative 

disease of articular cartilage, but recent insights show that other processes also play an 

important role in the pathogenesis of OA. Nowadays, OA is recognized as a whole organ 

disease involving many joint tissues (Figure 1).4,5 OA in the knee is characterized by degenera-

tion of articular cartilage, (subchondral) bone deformation, and by osteophytes. In addition 

to degradation of joint tissues, other processes, in particular synovial inflammation and 

changes in the subchondral bone, play a crucial role in development of OA.6

Clinical presentation, diagnosis and therapy

OA patients typically present with complaints of progressive joint pain and stiffness. Accord-

ing to emerging evidence, this may be a result of synovitis.7,8 The diagnosis of knee OA is 

based primarily on the clinical history and physical examination. This clinical assessment is 

generally unable to detect OA at an early stage, and therefore treatment often is initiated in 

the late phase of the disease. In most clinical guidelines, imaging is recommended to sup-

port the diagnosis.9,10 The most common method to image OA is radiography, a technique 

primarily useful to evaluate bones, and not the soft tissues that play an important role in the 

development of OA. As a result, radiography shows alterations that appear late in the disease 
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course. Despite this drawback, radiography is still the gold standard for morphological as-

sessment and staging of knee OA.9

Therapies for knee OA are mainly symptomatic and limited to pain control. There is still 

no disease-modifying medication to control or prevent OA disease progression. Currently, 

implantation of a knee prosthesis is the only option, when the disease is at an advanced 

stage. However, much research is performed to find a possible therapy for knee OA.11–13 

Some results are promising, but it is still too early to know how well these therapies work.

INFLAMMATION IN KNEE OA

Synovium

Joint inflammation, characterized by swelling of the synovium and joint effusion, also re-

ferred to as ‘synovitis’, is believed to be a key process and driver of symptoms in as many as 

in half of the knee OA patients.14,15 The pathophysiological mechanisms leading to synovial 

inflammation are complex, but it is known that it plays an important role in the development 

of OA and the destruction of cartilage.16–19 Synovitis can already occur in early OA and is 

clinically indicated by palpable joint swelling due to thickening of the synovium or from the 

accompanying joint effusion.20 The synovium is a specialized connective tissue; it lines the 

inside of synovial joints and seals the synovial cavity and fluid from surrounding tissue. The 

Figure 1: Knee OA as a whole organ disease (from Bijlsma et al.4).
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normal synovial layer is only 1-2 cells thick.21 An important function of the synovium, is the 

supply of nutrients to cartilage through the synovial fluid which is produced by the synovial 

tissue. As a direct vascular or lymphatic supply to the cartilage is lacking, nutrition from the 

synovium and the subchondral bone is essential.22

Thickening of the richly innervated synovium due to inflammation has been associated with 

the severity of pain in knee OA.7,8,23,24 Macrophages in the synovium possibly play an essential 

role in the cartilage damage via the production of matrix metalloproteinases, which suggests 

that synovial inflammation may be crucial for cartilage damage.25

Subchondral bone

One of the characteristic features of knee OA are subchondral bone changes, also referred 

to as bone marrow lesions (BMLs).6 Animal studies have shown that cartilage damage is 

one of the effects of injury to the subchondral bone, and that subchondral bone injury 

precedes cartilage changes.26,27 Changes in subchondral bone could be a marker of altered 

fluid dynamics, which are thought to affect cytokines excretion that regulate and acceler-

ate bone remodeling and cartilage degeneration.28 The altered fluid dynamics seems to be 

associated with inflammation.29 A recent study in hip OA showed that BMLs detected on 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are characterized by increased bone turnover and vascu-

larity, which was confirmed by histopathology.30 Moreover, subchondral bone changes in OA 

have been recognized as a key factor in the progression of OA and the perception of pain 

in OA patients.31–33 Thus, increased tissue vascularity, accompanied by increased remodeling 

activity due to changes in the subchondral bone seem to act together in the process of OA.

Infrapatellar fat pad

The IPFP has been proposed as possible source of knee pain in patients suffering from OA 

and from the supposed precursor of knee OA, patellofemoral pain (PFP).34–40 Changes, e.g. 

hypertrophy, in the IPFP are thought to be a manifestation of knee inflammation and are 

therefore classified as Hoffa synovitis on MRI.40 The IPFP contains nociceptive nerve fibers, 

which play a possible role in the anterior knee pain in knee OA. These nerve fibers also play 

a role by inducing an inflammatory response within the knee and can cause vasodilation, 

which can lead to edema within the IPFP.37

IMAGING OF INFLAMMATION IN KNEE OA

As inflammation plays an important role within knee OA, there is increasing interest in imag-

ing of inflammation. Inflamed tissues in the knee can be imaged with a variety of imaging 

techniques, each with advantages and disadvantages and varying degrees of invasiveness.
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging

While radiography only provides an assessment of the bones, MRI can also visualize the soft 

tissues in and around the knee, such as the fat pads, tendons, muscles, etc.

A limitation of MRI when performed in the most common fashion, i.e. without contrast 

agent, is that it cannot visualize ‘real synovitis’. Instead, only a surrogate measure of synovitis 

can be obtained, in which the assessment includes both the synovial membrane and the 

synovial fluid.

However, MRI can visualize synovitis when a contrast agent is administered, also referred 

to as contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI), which currently is the gold standard for imaging of 

synovitis (Figure 2).41 Yet, because of high costs, long scan time and potential health risks 

associated with the intravenous contrast agent in patients with renal insufficiency and aller-

gies, it is often considered infeasible to implement synovitis imaging with CE-MRI in routine 

clinical MRI protocols and large clinical research studies.

A promising recent innovation in MRI of synovitis is by means of rapid diffusion weighted 

imaging with quantitative Dual Echo Steady State (qDESS) MRI without the need for a con-

trast agent. The qDESS technique can be used to generate images with an unique contrast, 

because it acquires images with both T1 and T2 weighting.42

T2-weighted fat-saturated (T2FS) MRI can be used to depict lesions containing fluid, which 

include changes in subchondral bone and changes in the IPFP associated with knee OA. In 

subchondral bone marrow, T2FS MRI can be used to depict BMLs as areas of increased signal 

Figure 2: A sagittal MRI section of a T1 weighted MRI (left) and CE-MRI (right). Red arrows indicate 
location of inflamed synovial membrane.
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intensity. Moreover, multiple studies have emphasized the importance of T2FS-hyperintense 

IPFP regions on MRI, believed to represent inflammation, as a precursor for structural knee 

OA.43–47

While presence of fluid in a specific region in the subchondral bone or IPFP is not completely 

specific of inflammation, it is known that inflammation is associated with high blood perfu-

sion. Perfusion in knee OA can be visualized and quantified with gadolinium-based dynamic 

contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI).48 Increased blood perfusion, evaluated by DCE-MRI has 

been considered a surrogate measure of inflammation for a variety of musculoskeletal tis-

sues.49–54 Therefore, DCE-MRI holds promise to further characterize the role of subchondral 

bone, BMLs, and the IPFP, in the inflammatory cascade of OA. Pharmacokinetic models using 

DCE-MRI data enables quantitative measurement of physiological parameters such as blood 

flow, blood volume, and extravascular permeability. With quantitative DCE-MRI, the amount 

of contrast enhancement, based on signal intensity over time, is measured in a specific 

volume of interest. This analysis provides two important quantitative parameters (Figure 3): 

Ktrans, a measure of capillary permeability and flow into the tissue compartment, and Kep, 

which describes the rate constant back to the vascular compartment.55

Ultrasound

Despite the many advantages of MRI to comprehensively evaluate the osteoarthritic joint 

especially when no contrast agent is necessary, ultrasound (US) is another option that may 

be considered to visualize synovitis. Compared to MRI, US is more readily available, more 

practical, and less costly, reason why US is commonly used in clinical rheumatology prac-

tice and established methods have been described to image and grade synovitis with US 

in patients with rheumatoid arthritis.56,57 For ultrasound, there is also a promising recent 

innovation for imaging synovitis, which is by using contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) 

with microbubbles, showing a correlation with CE-MRI.58 A disadvantage of CEUS is that it 

does not offer a comprehensive joint assessment, but it may be potentially useful to triage 

Figure 3: DCE-MRI perfusion parameters measured between vascular and tissue compartment. 
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patients requiring more comprehensive joint assessment with MRI. In addition, (CE)US is 

observer dependent.

AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS

This thesis focuses on imaging methods to study the role of inflammation in knee OA. The 

aims of this thesis are I) to evaluate disturbed perfusion patterns in subchondral bone and the 

IPFP using perfusion MRI, and II) to assess new MR and US imaging methods for diagnosis 

of synovitis in knee OA.

The first part of this thesis focuses on quantitative DCE-MRI perfusion parameters within dif-

ferent tissues of the knee. In Chapter 2, perfusion within the subchondral bone in patients 

with knee OA is described, under the hypothesis that changes in subchondral bone could 

be a marker of altered fluid dynamics and inflammation. In Chapter 3, volume and blood 

perfusion are studied in the IPFP in healthy controls and patients with patellofemoral pain, a 

precursor of OA. In Chapter 4, the perfusion is studied within small IPFP regions with T2FS-

hyperintensity, which are believed to represent inflammation, in healthy controls, patients 

with PFP and OA patients.

The second part of this thesis focuses on diagnostic accuracy of imaging techniques for the 

visualization of synovitis in the knee, determined in a prospective study of patients with vary-

ing degrees of OA, the Diagnostic Imaging for Knee Osteoarthritis (DISKO) study. Chapter 

5 describes both the advantages and the disadvantages of using ultrasound for imaging 

synovitis in knee OA. In this study, common techniques are used such as gray scale, and 

power Doppler, but also a less commonly used technique, contrast-enhanced ultrasound. 

In Chapter 6, the implementation of a new MR imaging technique, qDESS for imaging 

synovitis without contrast agent, is discussed. CE-MRI was compared with qDESS in the 

diagnostic accuracy of imaging synovitis in knee OA.

The results of this thesis are further discussed and summarized in Chapter 8 and 9.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Subchondral bone changes, characterized by increased bone turnover and vascularity, are 

believed to stimulate progression and pain in knee osteoarthritis (OA). The objective of this 

study was to evaluate the bone perfusion in knee OA using quantitative dynamic contrast-

enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI).

METHODS

Unicompartmental knee OA patients were included and underwent 3 Tesla DCE-MRI and 

T2-weighted MRI. Quantitative DCE-MRI analysis of Ktrans and Kep, representing perfusion 

parameters, was performed to evaluate differences between the most and least affected 

knee compartment. First, DCE-MRI parameter differences between epimetaphyseal and 

subchondral bone in both femur and tibia were assessed. Second, DCE-MRI parameters in 

subchondral bone marrow lesions (BMLs) were compared to surrounding subchondral bone 

without BMLs.

RESULTS

Twenty-three patients were analyzed. Median Ktrans and Kep in epimetaphyseal bone were 

significantly higher (p<0.05) in the most affected (Ktrans: 0.014; Kep: 0.054 min-1) compared 

to least affected (Ktrans: 0.010; Kep: 0.016 min-1) compartment. For subchondral bone, 

DCE-MRI parameters were significantly higher (p<0.05) in the most affected (Ktrans: 0.019; 

Kep: 0.091 min-1) compared to least affected (Ktrans: 0.014; Kep: 0.058 min-1) compartment 

as well. Subchondral BMLs detected on fat-saturated T2-weighted images were present in 

all patients. Median Ktrans (0.091 vs 0.000 min-1) and Kep (0.258 vs 0.000 min-1) were 

significantly higher within subchondral BMLs compared to surrounding subchondral bone 

without BMLs (p<0.001).

CONCLUSIONS

Increased perfusion parameters in epimetaphyseal bone, subchondral bone and BMLs are 

observed in unicompartmental knee OA. BMLs likely account for most of the effect of the 

higher bone perfusion in knee OA.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most frequent form of arthritis and has major consequences for the 

individual patient and public health.1 Recent insights show that OA is a whole organ disease 

in which many joint tissues are involved.2 OA in the knee is characterized by degeneration 

of articular cartilage, synovial inflammation, and changes in the subchondral bone.3 Animal 

studies showed that cartilage damage is one of the effects of injury to the subchondral bone, 

and that subchondral bone injury precedes cartilage changes.4,5 Changes in subchondral 

bone could be a marker of altered fluid dynamics, which are thought to affect the excretion 

of cytokines that regulate and accelerate bone remodeling and cartilage degeneration.6 The 

altered fluid dynamics seems to be associated with inflammation.7 A recent study in hip OA 

showed that bone marrow lesions (BMLs) on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are charac-

terized by increased bone turnover and vascularity, which was confirmed by histopathology.8 

Moreover, subchondral bone changes in OA have been recognized as a key factor in the 

progression of OA and the perception of pain in OA patients.9–11 Increased tissue vascularity, 

accompanied by increased remodeling activity, due to changes in the subchondral bone are 

thus characteristic for the process of OA.

Changes in subchondral bone can be visualized using different MRI techniques. For example, 

T2-weighted fat-saturated MRI can be used to depict fluid containing areas in bone mar-

row as regions of increased signal intensity, which could indicate a BML. Subchondral bone 

perfusion in undifferentiated knee OA can also be visualized and quantified with gadolinium-

based dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI).12 Therefore, DCE-MRI holds promise to 

further characterize the role of subchondral bone and BMLs in the process of OA.

DCE-MRI combined with a pharmacokinetic model enables quantitative assessment of micro-

vascular structure and function within a tissue, expressed by DCE-MRI parameters. Various 

pharmacokinetic compartment models have been described, for example Tofts13 or Brix14. All 

models aim to estimate physiological parameters such as blood flow, blood volume, and ex-

travascular permeability.15 Tofts model is widely used and it has recently been demonstrated 

to be the most accurate model for bone.16 An important physiological parameter is the vol-

ume transfer constant (Ktrans), which is a measure of the volume transfer constant between 

blood plasma and extracellular extravascular space (EES).17 Another important parameter is 

Kep, which is the rate constant from the EES to the vascular component. Together, these 

two parameters provide robust quantitative outcome parameters of local tissue perfusion.18

The goal of this study was to evaluate perfusion in bone of the osteoarthritic knee with 

quantitative DCE-MRI. To this end, two objectives were defined. The first objective was to 

compare perfusion in epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone between osteoarthritic and less 
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osteoarthritic bone in patients with unicompartmental OA. The second objective was to 

evaluate perfusion in subchondral BMLs in comparison with surrounding bone tissue. Our 

hypothesis was that in both the osteoarthritic bone and in BMLs the DCE-MRI perfusion 

parameters are increased.

METHODS

Study population

DCE-MRI data was acquired for a study focusing on the validation of multiple quantita-

tive MRI techniques in OA.19 Patients aged 18 years or older with unicompartmental (either 

medial or lateral) knee OA were included from the outpatient clinic of the Department of 

Orthopedic Surgery of Erasmus University Medical Center Rotterdam. As all patients were 

suffering from unicompartmental knee OA, perfusion could be compared within the same 

knee for osteoarthritic bone (affected) and less-affected bone. All patients were scheduled 

for total knee replacement because of moderate to severe (K&L 3-4) radiographic knee 

OA according to Kellgren & Lawrence20. Patients were excluded in case of varus or valgus 

deformity in the knee above 10 degrees or chondrocalcinosis. Other exclusion criteria were 

contra-indications to undergo MRI, pregnancy, lactating women, renal insufficiency and 

allergy to contrast agents. The study was approved by the institutional review board of 

Erasmus MC (Rotterdam, The Netherlands), MEC-2012-218. Written informed consent was 

obtained from all subjects.

Image acquisition

Multisequence MRI was performed on a 3T MR system (Discovery MR750, General Electric 

Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a dedicated 8-channel knee transmit/receive coil. 

DCE-MRI was acquired in the sagittal plane, using a fat-suppressed 3D fast spoiled gradient 

echo (FSPGR) sequence with 35 phases of 10 seconds. Intravenous contrast (0.2 mmol/kg 

Magnevist (Bayer, Germany)) was administered using a power injector with a rate of 2 ml/s 

started after the first phase and followed by a saline flush. The field of view (FOV) was 22 x 

22 cm, with an in-plane resolution of 0.85 x 1.20 mm and 5 mm slice thickness, a flip angle 

of 30° and repetition time of 9.3 ms was used. The protocol also included a fat-suppressed 

sagittal T2-weighted fast spin echo sequence with a FOV of 15 x 15 cm, 3 mm slice thickness, 

and an in-plane resolution of 0.36 x 0.59 mm. No B1+ field or T1 mapping sequences were 

included.

Image analysis

Quantitative DCE-MRI analysis was performed using Tofts pharmacokinetic model.21 Accord-

ingly, the DCE-MRI perfusion parameter maps of Ktrans and Kep were determined using the 
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DCETool in Horos.22 The arterial input function (AIF) was determined by a region of interest 

in the popliteal artery. Ktrans reflects the volume transfer constant into the tissue compart-

ment, while Kep describes the rate constant back into the vascular component.13

For the first objective, delineation of the epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone was per-

formed on the DCE scans where the cortical and subchondral bone could be clearly dis-

criminated. Epimetaphyseal bone was defined as the bone reaching from the articular bone 

surface to the metaphyseal/diaphyseal junction. For the femur and tibia, the bone regions 

of interest (ROIs) were drawn on three slices of both the most affected and least affected 

knee compartments, selecting the central slice within both femur condyles, as well as a slice 

directly medial and lateral of these central slices. This resulted in a total of twelve ROIs per 

knee for the epimetaphyseal bone. The subchondral bone ROIs were constructed by reducing 

the epimetaphyseal ROIs to 1 cm from the articular bone surface (Figure 1), again resulting in 

12 ROIs. Both the epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone ROIs were divided into two groups, 

comprising the least and the most affected compartment of the knee. Subsequently, mean 

perfusion parameters were calculated for each compartment (femur and tibia combined) 

and also for the femur/tibia within compartment separately, by averaging over the ROIs in 

three adjacent slices. Epimetaphyseal and subchondral ROIs were delineated using the Horos 

software package (Horosproject.org, USA).

For the second objective, subchondral BMLs, seen as ill-defined areas of subchondral hyper-

intensity on fluid-sensitive sequences 23 were delineated on the fat-suppressed T2-weighted 

images. BMLs exhibit higher signal intensity than the surrounding bone on these T2-weighted 

acquisitions. Cystic or partially cystic lesions were not considered BMLs in this analysis. The 

Figure 1: ROIs of epimetaphyseal bone of both femur and tibia (green) and subchondral bone ROI (red).
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most clearly visible BML per patient was selected, independent of the most affected OA side. 

Accordingly, an elliptical shaped ROI was drawn within the maximum margins of the BML 

using Horos. The location of the BML could be in either the tibia or femur and one BML per 

patient was selected. For comparison, another ROI was drawn in subchondral bone with 

normal low signal intensity on the fat-suppressed T2-weighted images. Again, this resulted in 

two groups, comprising ROIs within BMLs and ROIs in normal bone marrow without BML and 

mean perfusion values over the ROIs were computed. All ROIs were drawn by a researcher 

with a technical medical degree and more than 3 years of experience in musculoskeletal 

imaging research (B.d.V.). Registration between the T2-weighted images and the DCE-scan 

was performed to propagate the ROIs to the DCE-scan. Analysis was performed using the 

DCETool in Horos. An example of a T2-image, DCE perfusion map and the fused image are 

shown in Figure 2. Before the perfusion parameters were calculated, the DCE-MR images 

were registered over time to correct for patient movement during the DCE-MRI acquisition, 

using an automated rigid registration tool.24

Statistical analysis

The image analysis results in mean Ktrans and Kep values for each region in each patient. 

Subsequently, for each region (femur, tibia or combination of femur and tibia) within each 

compartment (least affected or most affected) the median Ktrans and Kep over all patients 

were calculated, as well as the interquartile range (IQR) as a measure of variability. The Shapiro-

Wilk test was used to evaluate the normal distribution of Ktrans and Kep. A paired Wilcoxon-

signed-rank test was used to compare the Ktrans and Kep values of the most affected with 

the least affected bone compartment for both the epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone 

and to compare the Ktrans and Kep values in BML/non-BML. A non-parametric Levene’s test 

was performed to verify the equality of variances in the samples (homogeneity of variance), 

i.e. to determine whether the variance between the two groups were significantly different 

Figure 2: Examples of T2 and DCE-MRI. Sagittal T2-weighted MR image with fat saturation of an osteo-
arthritic knee showing BMLs in the subchondral bone of the femur (arrows) (A), Ktrans perfusion map 
of same region shows increased perfusion in the BMLs compared to surrounding bone (B) and T2 and 
perfusion images fused (C).
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or assumed equal.25,26 A p value of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical 

analysis was performed using SPSS v24 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

Twenty-three patients were included between December 2012 and June 2016. Data from all 

patients was suitable for analysis. The mean age was 63 years and the mean BMI was 29.8. 

The left knee was affected in 11 patients, and the right knee in 12 patients. For none of the 

patients a traumatic event as a direct cause of the knee OA was described in the medical 

records. All patient characteristics are shown in Table 1. Both the Ktrans and Kep values for 

all measurements showed a non-normal distribution (p value < 0.05).

Table 1: Patient characteristics.

Parameter Value

No. of patients
Males
Females

23
8
15

Mean age, y (range) 63 (52 – 73)

Mean BMI (range) 29.8 (21 – 39)

Knee
Left
Right

11
12

Most affected compartment
Medial
Lateral

19
4

Most affected compartment
(K&L grade)

Grade 0 0

Grade 1 0

Grade 2 4

Grade 3 12

Grade 4 7

Least affected compartment
(K&L grade)

Grade 0 6

Grade 1 13

Grade 2 4

Grade 3 0

Grade 4 0
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Table 2 shows the median and IQR values of DCE-MRI perfusion parameters of the most and 

least affected compartment in both epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone. These perfu-

sion parameters were calculated in both the most affected and least affected compartment 

within the tibia and the femur and also for the combination of tibia and femur. Tests of the 

homogeneity of variances using the modified Levene’s test did not reveal a violation of this 

assumption in the analyzed groups. Ktrans reflects the volume transfer constant into the 

tissue compartment, while Kep describes the rate constant back into the vascular compart-

ment. In short, Ktrans reflects the supply of blood to bone tissue for Kep this is the opposite, 

i.e. perfusion from bone tissue back into the vasculature.13 In the epimetaphyseal bone, 

significant differences (p<0.05) were found between the most affected and least affected 

compartment in the Ktrans values observed in the femur, tibia, and both combined. Also for 

the Kep values significant differences (p<0.05) between the most affected and least affected 

compartment were found in the tibia and both combined. For the subchondral bone, Kep 

and Ktrans showed statistically significant differences (p<0.05) between the most affected 

and least affected compartment in the tibia and when combining tibia and femur.

Table 2: DCE-MRI perfusion parameters of the knee bone. p values of the difference between least and 
most affected are reported. p values < 0.05 are indicated with *. IQR = interquartile range.

Ktrans (min-1) Kep (min-1)

Median IQR p value Median IQR p value

Epimetaphyseal knee bone

Femur

Least affected compartment 0.010 [0.002 – 0.024]
0.013*

0.041 [0.012 – 0.108]
0.059

Most affected compartment 0.012 [0.005 – 0.039] 0.048 [0.020 – 0.163]

Tibia

Least affected compartment 0.009 [0.003 – 0.017]
0.018*

0.025 [0.008 – 0.081]
0.001*

Most affected compartment 0.017 [0.006 – 0.054] 0.061 [0.013 – 0.172]

Femur and Tibia combined

Least affected compartment 0.010 [0.003 – 0.022]
0.001*

0.016 [0.007 – 0.047]
<0.001*

Most affected compartment 0.014 [0.005 – 0.047] 0.054 [0.016 – 0.165]

Subchondral knee bone

Femur

Least affected compartment 0.007 [0.002 – 0.023]
0.078

0.051 [0.011 – 0.087]
0.346

Most affected compartment 0.013 [0.004 – 0.044] 0.064 [0.019 – 0.200]

Tibia

Least affected compartment 0.016 [0.006 – 0.032]
0.045*

0.064 [0.024 – 0.234]
0.039*

Most affected compartment 0.025 [0.007 – 0.102] 0.155 [0.030 – 0.270]

Femur and Tibia combined

Least affected compartment 0.014 [0.003 – 0.028]
0.007*

0.058 [0.013 – 0.123]
0.025*

Most affected compartment 0.019 [0.005 – 0.074] 0.091 [0.027 – 0.253]
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Subchondral BMLs detected on fat-saturated T2-weighted images were present in all 23 

patients. In total 23 BMLs were selected, one per patient, of which eighteen were located 

in the most affected compartment and five BMLs were located in the least affected com-

partment. Variance between subchondral bone with and without a BML was tested equal. 

Median Ktrans and Kep were significantly (p<0.001) higher within subchondral BMLs (Ktrans 

0.091 IQR [0.058-0.158] and Kep 0.258 IQR [0.186-0.651] min-1) compared to surrounding 

subchondral bone without BMLs (Ktrans 0.000 IQR [0.000-0.001] and Kep 0.000 IQR [0.000-

0.004] min-1). Both perfusion parameters, Ktrans and Kep, showed a median value of 0.000 

in the normal subchondral bone. The IQR of both parameters was close to zero. Finally, no 

differences in Ktrans and Kep were observed between different locations of BMLs (tibial and 

femur, most affected and least affected compartment).

DISCUSSION

In this study, perfusion parameters in bone were measured with quantitative DCE-MRI in 

knees with unicompartmental knee OA. The most and least affected compartment of the 

knee, but also areas with and without BMLs, were compared in terms of perfusion param-

eters. As hypothesized, this study showed that Ktrans and Kep values of both epimetaphyseal 

and subchondral bone were significantly higher in the most affected compared to the least 

affect compartment in patients with unicompartmental knee OA. In addition, subchondral 

BMLs were associated with higher Ktrans and Kep compared to subchondral bone regions 

without BMLs. Both findings were consistent with our hypothesis.

Budzik et al. recently showed that perfusion parameters were higher in OA bone compared 

to non-OA bone in knee OA.27 They also showed a positive correlation with the WORMS 

scoring of BMLs. In their study a model free DCE-MRI analysis method was applied, which 

only provides a generic AUC measurement, in contrast to the current study in which quanti-

tative parameters based on a pharmacokinetic model were used as the outcome parameters.

Another recent study from Aaron et al.12 studied OA bone perfusion in osteoarthritic bone 

in the human knee with DCE-MRI. Using in-house built software based on the Brix model, 

they found that the perfusion in normal and OA subchondral bone is different. Overall, 

they found a decrease in Kep and time-intensity-curve parameters, which is contrary to our 

results. Seah et al. 28 showed a correlation between the BML grade and Kel, which represents 

the washout of gadolinium contrast agent. Both studies did not evaluate the volume transfer 

constant Ktrans because they used the Brix pharmacokinetic model instead of Tofts that was 

used in our study. An important difference between Brix and Tofts is that in Brix there is no 

use of an AIF. Therefore the Ktrans parameter, a measure of the volume transfer constant 
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between blood plasma and extracellular extravascular space, cannot be calculated in Brix, 

while this is considered an important physiological parameter. In a prior study it has been 

demonstrated that Tofts renders better results than Brix in bone.16 In that same study it 

was recommended to use a groupwise or an subject specific AIF, where we chose for the 

latter. A fixed AIF was not possible due to the difference of arrival time of the bolus. Since a 

groupwise AIF method was not available within the DCE Tool, we applied a subject specific 

method. All AIF curves were individually visually inspected and appeared to capture the bolus 

peak adequately. Moreover, accurate between-subject comparisons are precluded in the Brix 

model, which is considered another drawback of this analysis. Another, and possibly most 

important, difference is that Aaron et al. selected only one, mid-coronal, ROI of only the tibial 

bone in each patient and that no single patient demonstrated a BML in the selected ROI. In 

our study 12 ROIs per patient were drawn; six in each compartment, divided over tibia and 

femur. The fact that they found no BMLs is of concern, because it is known that in ~70% 29,30 

of radiographic knee OA BMLs are seen. In addition, in our study BMLs were observed in all 

patients.

Another strength of our study is the inclusion of a homogeneous patient population with 

unicompartmental knee OA. This enabled the analysis of most affected bone compartment 

compared to least affected bone compartment within the same joint. As analysis was 

performed within the same patient, the influence from possible confounders such as BMI 

was low. In addition, not only the perfusion of small bone regions, but also of the whole 

epimetaphyseal area was analyzed.

A significant difference in DCE-MRI parameters in a BML compared to subchondral bone 

was seen, for example the median Ktrans in a BML was 0.091 min-1 [0.058-0.158] and 0.000 

[0.000-0.001] in subchondral bone (p<0.001), even in our sample of one BML selected per 

patient. We chose to only analyze one BML per patient, although many patients had more 

than one BML in their knee. The other BMLs visually showed the same increase in perfusion 

parameters on the whole knee perfusion maps. Since subchondral BMLs were highly associ-

ated with increased perfusion parameters compared to subchondral bone regions without 

BMLs, BMLs likely account for most of the effect of the increased bone perfusion in knee OA. 

In fact, in bone marrow outside a BML the perfusion was almost unmeasurable in most of the 

subjects. An example can also be seen in Figure 2. It is thought that this increase in perfusion 

may be related to inflammation.31

As known from previous literature, also encountered in the current study, perfusion in the 

normal bone is low. Since the proportion of areas in which the perfusion was close to zero 

exceeded 50%, it was not considered meaningful to use median values within the ROI even 
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though these perfusion parameters within the ROI itself showed non-normal distribution. We 

therefore chose to calculate the mean values within the ROI.

For the analysis of the epimetaphyseal and subchondral regions, we did not use registration 

to register the T2 images to the DCE-MRI. The ROIs could be drawn directly on the DCE-MR 

images, because the cortical and subchondral bone could be clearly delineated. However, we 

did perform a rigid registration within these DCE-MR images to overcome patient movement 

during this dynamic scan.

A limitation of this study is the lack of longitudinal measurements. For this reason it is not 

possible to evaluate the effects of higher perfusion parameters in (subchondral) bone on the 

progression of OA. In future research, it would be very interesting to evaluate whether active 

BMLs with higher perfusion also show higher rates of cartilage degeneration over time in the 

overlying cartilage layer.

In this study we calculated Kep, which is dependent on the washout of the contrast agent. 21 

Since it is possible that the end of the washout phase is not reached due to the dura-

tion of the DCE-MRI scan, we reviewed time intensity curves which demonstrated that the 

maximum contrast agent concentration was reached before the last phase of the DCE-MRI 

acquisition. Therefore, we believe Kep values to be a valid outcome parameter in our study. 

No B1+ and T1 correction was possible, as no B1+ or pre-contrast T1 map was acquired. A 

fixed T1(0) value of 1443 (standard value of the DCE Tool used in Horos) was used instead. 

Because of the large differences in DCE-MRI parameters observed in this study, particularly 

for BML versus surrounding bone marrow, we do not expect that these limitations would 

have changed the outcomes of this study. It is also worth noting that we used a dedicated 

transmit/receive knee coil with relatively homogeneous B1 field.

At the time of the MR acquisitions, linear gadolinium contrast agents, like gadopentetate 

dimeglumine, were commonly in use. Since then these have been withdrawn from the EU 

market and have been replaced by alternatives that carry less risks. As the perfusion kinetics 

of these alternatives is similar, we expect our results to be relevant for the newer generation 

contrast agents as well.

In conclusion, an increase in perfusion parameters in the epimetaphyseal bone, the subchon-

dral bone and the BMLs is observed in unicompartmental knee OA. BMLs likely account for 

most of the effect of the higher bone perfusion in knee OA. This increased perfusion may 

be related to inflammation and might facilitate the targeted treatment for the inflammatory 

lesions in osteoarthritic knee bone.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is a common knee condition and possible precursor of knee os-

teoarthritis. Inflammation, leading to an increased perfusion, or increased volume of the 

infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) may induce knee pain. The aim of the study was to compare 

quantitative dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)-MRI parameters, as imaging biomarkers of 

inflammation, and volume of the IPFP between patients with PFP and controls and between 

patients with and without IPFP edema or joint effusion.

METHODS

Patients with PFP and healthy controls were included and underwent non-fat suppressed 

3D fast-spoiled gradient-echo (FSPGR) and DCE-MRI. Image registration was applied to 

correct for motion. The IPFP was delineated on FSPGR using Horos software. Volume was 

calculated and quantitative perfusion parameters were extracted by fitting extended Tofts’ 

pharmacokinetic model.

Differences in volume and DCE-MRI parameters between patients and controls were tested 

by linear regression analyses. IPFP edema and effusion were analyzed identically.

RESULTS

43 controls and 35 PFP patients were included. Mean (SD) IPFP volume was 26.04 (4.18) ml 

in control subjects and 27.52 (5.37) ml in patients. Median Ktrans was 0.0017 (0.0016) min-1 

in control subjects and 0.0016 (0.0020) min-1 in patients. None of the differences in volume 

and perfusion parameters were statistically significant. Knees with effusion showed a higher 

perfusion of the IPFP compared to knees without effusion in patients only.

CONCLUSIONS

The IPFP has been implicated as source of knee pain, but higher DCE-MR blood perfusion, an 

imaging biomarker of inflammation, and larger volume are not associated with PFP. Patients’ 

knees with effusion showed a higher perfusion, pointing towards inflammation.
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INTRODUCTION

Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is a common knee disorder in active young individuals comprising 

pain in and around the kneecap. Symptoms commonly occur during knee loading activities, 

such as running and stair climbing, and during sitting with the knees bent.1 Despite of a vari-

ety of treatment options, such as exercise therapy, patellar taping/bracing and foot orthoses, 

a large group of patients with persistent complaints remains.2-5 PFP has been implicated as 

precursor of knee osteoarthritis (OA), but the exact pathophysiology remains unknown.6-8

Pathophysiologic processes of the infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP), also known as ‘Hoffa’s fat pad’, 

have been proposed as a possible source of knee pain.9-13 The IPFP is a richly innervated, 

highly vascularized, intracapsular, extra-synovial structure in the anterior knee joint between 

the patella and femur, where it plays a biomechanical role.12,14-16 Structural changes of the 

IPFP, for example focal IPFP edema as sign of inflammation, have been pinpointed as precur-

sor for structural knee OA, and a larger IPFP size was found in patients with patellofemoral 

OA.17-19 IPFP size could increase as a result of low-grade inflammation due to repetitive me-

chanical overload, as for example in Hoffa disease20 or, hypothetically, can also be larger to 

begin with and predispose to pain without any pathophysiologic cause. In a PFP population 

no differences in the presence of focal edema of the IPFP between healthy control subjects 

and patients with PFP was demonstrated21. IPFP size has been studied in OA17,22, but has not 

been studied in PFP yet. Besides the biomechanical role, it is also suggested that the IPFP is 

an osteoarthritic joint tissue capable of modulating inflammatory responses in knee OA.11 

This might also apply to PFP.

Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE)-MRI enables non-invasive 

evaluation of inflammation by measuring blood perfusion, which is known to increase in the 

presence of inflammation. DCE-MRI derived increased blood perfusion parameters are there-

fore considered imaging biomarkers of inflammation in various musculoskeletal tissues.23-28 

To our knowledge, only one prior study applied semi-quantitative DCE-MRI in the IPFP of 

obese patients with knee OA and showed a correlation between knee pain and inflamma-

tion.28 In a previous study including the same study population as the current study, quantita-

tive DCE-MRI analysis of the patella identified an increased patellar perfusion, contrary to the 

decreased patellar perfusion based on vascular alterations that was expected.29 Among the 

potential explanations of increased perfusion is the occurrence of an inflammatory process in 

which the IPFP plays an important modulating role.12

Therefore, the aim of this study was to compare quantitative DCE-MRI blood perfusion pa-

rameters, as imaging biomarkers of inflammation, and volume of the IPFP between patients 

with PFP and healthy control subjects. A second aim was to explore if specific perfusion 
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patterns exist in patients based on correlation of DCE-MRI perfusion parameters with clinical 

or MR imaging characteristics that potentially are related to inflammation or perfusion. Hy-

pothetically, a larger IPFP volume and higher blood perfusion values are expected in patients 

with PFP than in healthy control subjects.

METHODS

Study population

In the current study, data was analyzed from a previously conducted cross sectional case-

control study. Patients with minimum symptom duration of two months to a maximum of 

two years and healthy control subjects were included between January 2013 and September 

2014. Patients who visited their general practitioner, physiotherapist or sports physician were 

included if diagnosed with PFP based on the presence of at least three of the following symp-

toms: pain while stair climbing; while squatting; while running; while cycling; while sitting 

for a prolonged period with the knee flexed, or crepitus. Exclusion criteria were: previous PFP 

episodes more than two years ago, onset after trauma, defined pathological condition of the 

affected knee at present, or previous surgery or injury of the affected knee. Healthy controls 

were recruited from patients’ sports team members, friends, or colleagues. Exclusion criteria 

of controls were: history of PFP, surgery or injury of both knees, or first degree relatedness 

with patients. Other exclusion criteria for both groups were: contra-indications for contrast-

enhanced MRI and insufficient knowledge of the Dutch language. Patients and controls 

were aimed to match for age, gender, body mass index (BMI), and activity level. Full details 

of this study haven been published elsewhere.30 This study was approved by our institutional 

review board, is conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration and written informed 

consent was obtained from all participants. All patients and controls, aged 18-40 years, with 

DCE-MRI data available were included in the current analysis.

Image acquisition

Participants underwent 3 Tesla MRI (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare, USA) using a dedicated 

8-channel knee coil (Invivo Inc., USA) at our institution. One knee, the (most) symptomatic 

knee of PFP patients was selected, or randomly chosen if both knees were equally painful or 

if both were asymptomatic (controls). The MRI protocol consisted of routine clinical proton 

density and T2-weighted fat-saturated sequences in three orthogonal planes, and a sagittal 

3D spoiled non-fat-saturated fast-spoiled gradient-echo (non-FS FSPGR) sequence with a 

slice thickness of 0.5 mm.

DCE-MRI was acquired by a time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics (TRICKS) sequence 

with anterior-posterior (AP) frequency encoding direction to avoid pulsation artifacts of the 
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popliteal artery into the region of interest. MRI parameters were: in-plane pixel resolution 1.5 

mm, slice thickness 5 mm, field of view 380 × 380 × 70mm, acquisition matrix 256 × 128, 

14 sagittal slices, 70% sampling in the phase direction, TE = 1.7 ms, TR = 9.3 ms, FA = 30°. 

The DCE-MRI protocol consisted of 35 phases of 10.30s ± 0.07s (constant within subject). 

Intravenous contrast administration of 0.2mmol/kg gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist, 

Bayer, Berlin, Germany), at a rate of 2ml/s, was started after the first phase. Additionally, a 

non-fat-suppressed 3D FSPGR sequence with in-plane resolution of 0.3 mm × 0.3 mm and 

0.5 mm slices was acquired before contrast administration for delineation of the patellar 

bone marrow.

In addition, participants completed a questionnaire on demographics, sports participation 

(yes/no) and knee complaints (Numerical rating score (NRS) pain score during rest and exer-

cise, duration of symptoms, and function measured by the Anterior Knee Pain Scale (AKPS) 

0-10031). Finally, a physical examination was performed in which the pressure pain threshold 

at the contralateral arm was tested as a measure of pain sensitization, according to a prior 

published method.32,33

Image analysis

IPFP edema located centrally and superolaterally and joint effusion were already assessed as 

part of the Magnetic Resonance Imaging Osteoarthritis Knee Score (MOAKS) with several 

additional scoring items in a prior study.21,34

The volume of interest (VOI) consisted of the whole IPFP with the following boundaries ac-

cording to a recent study: the inferior patellar pole, femoral intercondylar notch, proximal 

patellar tendon, intermeniscal ligament, both menisci and the anterior tibia.15 VOIs were 

delineated in correspondence with the DCE-MRI data on the non-FS FSPGR sequence, which 

has previously been reported to be superior to fat-saturated images (Figure 1).35 All VOIs were 

drawn by a senior radiology resident subspecializing in musculoskeletal imaging (RH) after 

careful consideration of the boundaries in the first 10 subjects together with a senior mus-

culoskeletal radiologist (EO). DCE-MRI time points were registered using an automated rigid 

body registration with Elastix.36 Horos software (Horosproject.org, USA) was used to delineate 

the VOIs, register the non-FS FSPGR and DCE-maps, calculate the 3D volume and extract the 

perfusion parameters of the VOI with the DCE-tool.37 Fitting a pharmacokinetic model to 

the data enables extraction of quantitative DCE-MRI parameters which (to a greater or lesser 

extent) reflect physiological phenomena such as blood flow, blood volume, and extravascular 

permeability.38 Tofts’ pharmacokinetic model has shown to be the most accurate model for 

patellar bone.39 Tofts’ extended model is more suitable for highly vascularized structures, such 

as the IPFP, by adding the vascular term Vp.38 The arterial input function (AIF) was estimated 

in each participant using a ROI in the popliteal artery. All fitted AIF’s were visually checked. 
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Quantitative DCE-MRI perfusion parameters Ktrans, Kep, Ve and Vp) were extracted by fitting 

the Tofts’ extended pharmacokinetic model (Figure 2).40 Ktrans reflects the volume transfer 

constant into the tissue compartment, Kep describes the rate constant back into the vascular 

component, Ve the extravascular extracellular space and Vp the vascular fraction.

Statistical analysis

The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to evaluate normality of the distribution of the parameters. In-

dependent sample T-tests and chi-square tests, or Mann-Whitney U tests if data distribution was 

not normal, were applied to investigate differences in baseline characteristics between groups.

The DCE image analysis resulted in a mean value for the perfusion parameters within each 

VOI. The mean and standard deviation over all subjects were calculated for control subjects 

and PFP patients separately. Differences in variance of volume and perfusion parameters 

across subjects were tested with Levene’s test. Volume followed a normal distribution. All 

perfusion parameters showed a normal distribution of residuals after logarithmic transforma-

tion and, accordingly, regression analyses could be performed. Differences in volume and 

perfusion parameters between groups were compared by linear regression analyses, adjusted 

for age, gender, BMI, and sports participation. Furthermore, possible patient subgroups were 

explored by multivariate linear regression analysis of the following variables: pain during 

rest and during exercise, duration of complaints, presence of sitting pain, function, pain 

pressure threshold contralateral arm as sensitization measure, presence of infrapatellar fat 

pad edema centrally and superolaterally and joint effusion. p values < 0.05 were considered 

to be statistically significant for the main linear regression analyses. Results are presented as 

mean differences with 95% confidence intervals. For the subgroup’ analyses, a lower p value 

Figure 1: Delineation of the infrapatellar fat pad 
on the non-FS FSPGR sequence (red line).

Figure 2: Overlay of a Ktrans map of the IPFP on 
the non-FS FSPGR sequence in a PFP patient.
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of < 0.01 was applied due to multiple testing. All analyses were performed with SPSS v25 

(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

Population and patient characteristics

In a prior study 64 patients with PFP and 70 control subjects aged 14-40 years were included 

(Figure 3). DCE-MRI was only acquired in adults and image quality was sufficient in 35 adults 

PFP patients and 44 adult control subjects. Mean age was 26.1 (range 18-40, SD 5.0) years, 

mean BMI was 24.1 (SD 3.4) kg/m2 and 49% (39) was female. The BMI was significantly 

higher in the patient group (Table 1). Patients reported a mean duration of complaints of 

11.2 months and 45.7% (16) reported bilateral pain. Centrally located moderate to severe 

IPFP edema was present in 1 patient and 2 control subjects. Superolateral IPFP edema was 

present in 16 patients and 19 control subjects. Medium to large effusion (corresponding 

with MOAKS grade 2-3) was present in 4 patients and 7 control subjects. There were no 

significant differences in the presence of these features.

Table 1: Characteristics of study participants.

Characteristics Patients 
(n=35)

Controls 
(n=44)

p value

Female gender, n (%) 18 (51.4) 21 (47.7) 0.74

Age (years), mean (SD) 26.4 (5.6) 25.9 (4.6) 0.53

BMI (kg/m²), mean (SD) 25.1 (3.8) 23.3 (2.8) 0.01

Sports participants, n (%)

During inclusion 24 (68.6) 34 (77.3) 0.39

Before onset of pain 32 (91.4) NA NA

Pain (NRS), mean (SD)

During rest 3.9 (2.7) NA NA

During strain 6.3 (2.4) NA NA

Duration of complaints, mean (SD) 11.2 (6.3) NA NA

Bilateral pain, n (%) 16 (45.7) NA NA

Sitting pain, n (%) 27 (77.1) NA NA

AKP function score, mean (SD) 68.6 (11.0) NA NA

Pain pressure threshold arm, mean (SD) 50.3 (13.8) 56.1 (14.3) 0.07

IPFP edema central (moderate to severe), n (%) 1 (2.9) 2 (4.5) 0.59

IPFP edema superolateral, n (%) 16 (45.7) 19 (43,2) 0.50

Effusion (medium to large), n (%) 4 (11.4) 7 (15.9) 0.50

BMI, body mass index; NRS, Numerical Rating Score; AKP, Anterior Knee Pain; IPFP,
infrapatellar fat pad.
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Volume and DCE-MRI parameters

Due to a lack of a plateau phase in the time intensity curve, the fitting algorithm might not 

provide valid values of Ve and subsequently Kep and therefore those parameters were not 

shown.

Mean IPFP volume was 26.04 (SD 4.18) ml in control subjects and 27.52 (5.37) ml in patients. 

Median Ktrans was 0.0017 (0.0016) min-1 in control subjects and 0.0016 (0.0020) min-1 in 

patients. Median Vp was remarkably higher in patients than control subjects, respectively 

0.00037 (0.00039) and 0.00029 (0.00033), but this difference was not statistically signifi-

cant (p=0.10). Mean volume and perfusion parameters did not differ between groups (Table 

2, Figure 3).

Vp was the only perfusion parameter for which Levene’s test showed a significant difference 

in variance across groups (p=0.035). Further visual inspection of the boxplots showed two 

outliers in the patient group, which most likely account for the difference in variance (Figure 

S1: boxplot without the largest patient outlier).

Table 2: Mean and (SD) of the volume and median and (IQR) of the VOI mean for Ktrans and Vp and 
mean difference (95% CI) and adjusted p value in patients and controls.

Measures Patients (n=35) Controls (n=44) Mean difference
(95% CI)

Adjusted p value

Volume (mL) 27.52 (5.37) 26.04 (4.18) 1.48 (–0.66, 3.62) 0.07

Ktrans (min–1) 0.0016 (0.0020) 0.0017 (0.0016) –1.12 (–13.47, 11.21) 0.98

Vp 0.00037 (0.00039) 0.00029 (0.00033) 1.10 (–0.65, 2.85) 0.10

VOI, volume of interest.

Figure 3: Boxplots of volume (ml) and perfusion parameters Ktrans (min-1) and Vp (multiplied by 1000). 
The * indicates the outliers.
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The patient subgroup analyses showed that presence of joint effusion was significantly as-

sociated with elevated Ktrans (p=0.002) and Vp (p=0.004), but not with volume (p=0.41). 

Remarkably, this association was not present in control subjects. None of the other sub-

group analyses revealed significant associations for respectively volume/Ktrans/Vp: pain 

during rest p=0.76/0.74/0.31; during exercise p=0.07/0.25/0.51; duration of complaints 

p=0.78/0.30/0.14; presence of sitting pain p=0.29/0.23/0.24; function p=0.57/0.88/0.48; 

pain pressure threshold contralateral arm as sensitization measure p=0.82/0.54/0.27, pres-

ence of infrapatellar fat pad edema centrally p=0.11/0.44/0.56; presence of infrapatellar fat 

pad edema superolaterally p=0.82/0.75/0.54.

DISCUSSION

In this study, volume and quantitative DCE-MRI blood perfusion parameters Ktrans and Vp 

of the infrapatellar fat pad were compared between healthy control subjects and patients 

with patellofemoral pain. In contrast to our hypothesis, no significant differences were found 

in volume or DCE-MR blood perfusion parameters, as imaging biomarkers of inflammation, 

of the IPFP between healthy control subjects and patients with PFP. Furthermore, patient 

subgroups were explored in search of an association of DCE-MRI parameters with clinical 

characteristics and MR features potentially related to volume or perfusion/inflammation. 

Only effusion was significantly associated with higher Ktrans and Vp in patients with PFP.

In recent studies, inconsistent results were found in OA populations regarding IPFP volume. 

One study found an association between a larger volume and fewer structural abnormalities 

in patients with clinical knee OA, suggesting a protective role of a larger IPFP.41 Two other 

studies did not find a correlation between IPFP volume and symptomatic or radiographic 

knee OA.17,42 A fourth study, specifically focusing on patellofemoral osteoarthritis (PFOA), 

demonstrated that individuals with PFOA had a larger IPFP than controls, and a larger IPFP 

volume was directly related to pain.43 Since age presumably influences fat pad volume in 

Figure S1: Boxplot of Vp mean (multiplied by 
1000) with exclusion of the biggest patient outlier.
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patient with OA, the current volumes cannot be directly compared with the prior study 

including an older population of patients with PF OA.44

The single prior study that applied DCE-MRI, in a semi-quantitative manner, to investigate 

IPFP inflammation found a relation between their perfusion derived inflammation marker 

and knee pain in obese patients with knee OA.28 DCE-MRI had not yet been applied in the 

IPFP of patients with PFP and healthy control subjects.

The lack of a difference between patients with PFP and control subjects might be explained 

by a still preserved tissue homeostasis in PFP without induced inflammatory response. In or-

der to determine if a certain patient subgroup with explicit inflammation could be identified, 

additional exploratory subgroup analyses were conducted focusing on clinical characteristics 

and MR features potentially related inflammation. For instance, a larger size and higher per-

fusion of the IPFP could be expected in patients with other proposed signs of inflammation, 

such as Hoffa edema or effusion. Furthermore, we hypothesized that low-grade inflamma-

tion resulting in higher perfusion and/or increased volume would be associated with more 

pain and worse function or would have a more systemic effect resulting in longer symptom 

duration or presence of sensitization. Finally, an increase in size or vascular changes could 

also have been the answer to the enigma of patients with PFP, which explicitly exhibit pain 

during sitting with the knees bent.29,45,46 In the end, none of these variables were significantly 

associated with volume or perfusion parameters besides effusion. Effusion was significantly 

associated with Ktrans and Vp, indicating a larger vascular fraction and more blood inflow 

in patients. Further evaluation revealed that these associations were not present in control 

subjects.

This implies that joint effusion is only associated with inflammation and neovascularization 

in patients with PFP. These results are only speculative, though, due to the low number of 

subjects per group. A potential explanation for the difference between groups might lie in 

a different mechanism of effusion, implying an inflammatory pathway in patients only. In 

control subjects one possible explanation might be a mechanical pathway.

In this study, for the first time, the IPFP volume and IPFP blood perfusion were quantitatively 

analyzed by DCE-MRI in order to unravel the role of the IPFP in the pathophysiology of PFP. 

A strength of this study is the inclusion of healthy control subjects next to patients with PFP. 

Furthermore, the current study applied quantitative assessment of DCE-MRI perfusion values, 

which offers more robust parameters that directly represent the microvasculature physiology, 

in contrast to semi-quantitative analysis.
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A potential limitation might be the lack of B1+ or pre-contrast T1 map, which led to the use 

of a literature based fixed T1(0) value of 1443 ms. We do not expect this to have affected 

the outcome, since no differences in native T1 variability were expected between groups. 

Furthermore, a dedicated transmit/receive knee coil with relatively homogeneous B1 field 

was used. Second, quality of DCE-MRI imaging data was not sufficient in 9 patients and 6 

control subjects due to artifacts at the beginning of the study. We do not expect this to have 

influenced our conclusions, as the baseline characteristics of these participants did not differ 

from the participants in which the DCE-MRI was sufficient. Due to time constraints in our MR 

protocol, DCE-MRI acquisition did not last long enough for the time intensity curve to reach 

plateau phase. As this might potentially lead to unreliable estimates of Ve and subsequently 

also of Kep, only the robust parameters Ktrans and Vp were presented. This is sufficient for 

our research purpose as these two are the most important parameters to identify increased 

perfusion.

ROI delineation was done by a single observer only, which leaves the variability introduced 

by having an alternative observer unknown. A previous study stated that the inter-observer 

variability is low when a large ROI is used.47 This was done in quantitative MRI of cartilage, 

but given our experience in both cartilage and other structures like the fat pad we found 

these comparable. Furthermore, the boundaries of the ROI were discussed in depth with a 

senior musculoskeletal radiologist (EO).

Since a group-wise AIF is not available within the DCE-tool, we used a subject-specific AIF, 

despite the probability of not capturing the arterial bolus given the low temporal resolution 

of 10 seconds. Therefore, all AIF curves were visually checked and appeared to capture the 

bolus peak adequately. Another point to notice is that small, yet significant differences could 

have been left undetected due to the large inter-subject variability. Power analysis was not 

feasible in advance, due to the lack of knowledge regarding effect sizes. In future research 

including a larger number of subjects would be advised in order to be able to draw firm 

conclusions. With regard to our results, we do not think this would affect the main outcome 

as inter-subject variability is equally present in both groups and the variance was not statisti-

cally significantly different between groups, except for Vp. The clinical relevance of these 

potentially missed small differences would also be questionable given the small effect sizes 

and the fact that patients had a lower mean of Ktrans and Vp, which does not concur with 

the suspected increased blood perfusion accompanying inflammation. Finally, some of the 

subgroup analyses were theoretically underpowered due to the low prevalence of features. If 

these would have been the key features for the incidence of PFP, though, a higher prevalence 

would have been expected to start with. In general, due to the cross-sectional design no 

causal relations could be studied, but only associations. Future research might try to achieve 
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a complete picture of the perfusion in the knee joint. For now, this is quite challenging, 

because different tissues require different pharmacokinetic models.

In conclusion, patients with PFP and healthy control subjects do not demonstrate a signifi-

cantly different volume or blood perfusion of the IPFP. Thus it seems that higher IPFP blood 

perfusion measured by DCE-MRI, as imaging biomarker of inflammation, and larger volume 

are not associated with PFP.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) fat-suppressed T2 (T2FS) hyperintense regions on MRI are an 

important imaging feature of knee osteoarthritis (OA) and are thought to represent inflam-

mation. These regions are also common in non-OA subjects, and may not always be linked 

to inflammation. Our aim was to evaluate quantitative blood perfusion parameters, as sur-

rogate measure of inflammation, within T2FS-hyperintense regions in patients with OA, with 

patellofemoral pain (PFP), supposed OA precursor, and control subjects.

METHODS

Twenty-two knee OA patients, 35 PFP patients and 43 healthy controls were included and 

underwent MRI, comprising T2 and DCE-MRI sequences. T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions were 

delineated and a reference region was drawn in adjacent IPFP tissue with normal signal inten-

sity. After fitting the extended Tofts pharmacokinetic model, quantitative DCE-MRI perfusion 

parameters were compared between the two regions within subjects in each subgroup, 

using a paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

RESULTS

T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions were present in 16 of 22 (73%) OA patients, 13 of 35 (37%) 

PFP patients and 14 of 43 (33%) controls. DCE-MRI perfusion parameters were significantly 

different between regions with and without a T2FS-hyperintense signal in OA patients, dem-

onstrating higher Ktrans compared to normal IPFP tissue (0.039 min-1 versus 0.025 min-1, 

p=0.017) and higher Ve (0.157 versus 0.119, p=0.010). For PFP patients and controls no 

significant differences were found.

CONCLUSIONS

IPFP T2FS-hyperintense regions are associated with higher perfusion in knee OA patients in 

contrast to identically appearing regions in PFP patients and controls, pointing towards an 

inflammatory pathogenesis in OA only.
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INTRODUCTION

The infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP), also known as ‘Hoffa’s fat pad’, is an intracapsular, extra-

synovial structure in the anterior knee joint and is one of several fat pads of the knee. This 

structure has been proposed as possible source of knee pain in patients suffering from osteo-

arthritis (OA) and from the supposed precursor of knee OA: patellofemoral pain (PFP).1–6 In 

OA research, the MRI Osteoarthritis Knee Score (MOAKS) is one of the most commonly used 

scoring systems for knee OA on MRI.7 In this method the presence and size of hyperintense 

signal within the IPFP is scored on unenhanced fat-suppressed MR images. These hyper-

intense lesions are thought to be a manifestation of knee inflammation and are therefore 

classified as Hoffa synovitis.7 Moreover, multiple studies have emphasized the importance of 

T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions as a precursor for structural knee OA.8–12

A recent study that included patients with PFP and healthy controls subjects showed that 

T2FS-hyperintense regions in the IPFP are rather common.13 The question arises whether this 

identically appearing feature, commonly encountered in daily clinical practice and considered 

an ‘early OA’ feature, has a different pathophysiology across populations. A hyperintense 

T2FS signal may be caused by edema due to inflammatory induced vasodilatation, but a prior 

study by Roemer et al. suggested that this feature may not always be linked to inflamma-

tion.14 Other causative effects of a fluid signal might be edema due to mechanical friction/

impingement, or increased vascularity due to neo-angiogenesis, necrosis or cellular infiltra-

tion.15,16

Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI enables further evaluation of the pathophysiology of 

IPFP T2FS-hyperintense lesions. Fitting a pharmacokinetic model to the DCE-MRI data enables 

quantitative surrogate measurement of physiological parameters such as blood flow, blood 

volume, and extravascular permeability.17 Increased blood perfusion, evaluated by DCE-MRI, 

has been considered a surrogate measure of inflammation for a variety of musculoskeletal 

tissues.18–23 To the best of our knowledge, the only research with regard to DCE-MRI in the 

IPFP was performed by Ballegaard et al.23 They studied obese patients with knee OA using 

a heuristic DCE-MRI analysis approach and found a positive correlation between knee pain 

and their DCE-MRI-derived inflammation marker and between knee pain and Hoffa-synovitis 

assessed by MOAKS, thereby stipulating the importance of the IPFP and the potential of DCE-

MRI as a biomarker of inflammation.23 So far, DCE-MRI has not been applied for studying the 

pathogenesis of T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions in an OA and non-OA population.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to evaluate differences in quantitative DCE-MRI blood 

perfusion parameters between a T2FS-hyperintense region of the IPFP and adjacent IPFP tissue 

with normal signal intensity within patients with knee OA, patients with PFP, and healthy 
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control subjects. Our hypothesis was that T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions demonstrate differ-

ent DCE-MRI perfusion parameters in patients with OA, patients with PFP and healthy control 

subjects, with the highest degree of perfusion expected in patients with OA.

METHODS

Study population

In the current study, we analyzed data from two previous studies in order to include both 

patients with OA and patients with PFP, the supposed precursor of OA. In the first study, 

patients with unicompartmental radiographic knee OA with a severity of KL (Kellgren & 

Lawrence24) grade 2 and higher, aged 52 to 75 years, scheduled to undergo knee replace-

ment surgery, were included. Patients were excluded when the glomerular filtration rate was 

<60mL/min. In the second study healthy controls and patients with PFP, aged between 18 

and 40 years, were included. Patients were excluded if they had other defined pathological 

conditions of the knee such as patellar tendinopathy or osteoarthritis, if the onset of PFP 

occurred after trauma, if they had previous knee injuries or surgery or previous episodes of 

PFP that occurred more than two years ago, or if they had contraindications for MRI scan-

ning with contrast administration. Patients of both studies were included between 2013 and 

2017 at the Erasmus University Medical Center Rotterdam (Rotterdam, The Netherlands); 

details of each study have been published elsewhere13,25. Both studies were approved by the 

institutional review board of Erasmus MC and written informed consent was obtained from 

all subjects.

MR imaging acquisition

In both studies, all subjects underwent MRI using the same MRI scanner and an identical 

MRI protocol. Multisequence MRI was performed using a 3T MRI system (Discovery MR750, 

General Electric Healthcare) and a dedicated 8-channel transmit/receive knee coil (Invivo). 

DCE-MRI was acquired in the sagittal plane, using a fat-suppressed 3D fast spoiled gradient 

echo (FSPGR) sequence with 35 phases of 10 s. Contrast agent 0.2 mmol/kg gadopentetate 

dimeglumine (Magnevist, Bayer) was administrated intravenously with a power injector at a 

rate of 2 ml/s started after the first phase and followed by a saline flush. The field-of-view 

(FOV) was 22 × 22 cm, with an in-plane resolution of 0.85 × 1.20 mm and 5 mm slice thick-

ness, a flip angle of 30° and repetition time of 9.3 ms was used. T2 mapping was performed 

using a iMSDE prepared 3D fast spin echo (FSE) sequence with a FOV of 15 × 15 cm, 3 mm 

slice thickness, and an in-plane resolution of 0.52 × 0.78 mm, using 5 different echo times 

in the preparation module (3.1, 13.4, 27.0, 40.7, 68.1 ms). The protocol also included a 

fat-suppressed sagittal T2-weighted FSE sequence with a FOV of 15 × 15 cm, 3 mm slice 

thickness, and an in-plane resolution of 0.36 × 0.59 mm.
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Image analysis

To correct for patient movement, all 35 time points of the DCE-MRI were registered using 

an automated rigid body registration with Elastix.26 We first assessed the fat-saturated T2-

weighted images for the presence of T2FS-hyperintense regions in the IPFP. Subsequently, 

detected T2FS-hyperintense regions were delineated on the quantitative T2 maps. The 

delineation of ROIs was performed on T2 maps as these images were scanned in the same 

part of the scan session as the DCE-MRI, in contrast to the T2FS-weighted images, and thus 

the regions of interest (ROIs) could be copied to the DCE-maps. ROIs were placed within 

the borders of the hyperintense regions using the Horos software package (Horosproject.

org). When multiple hyperintense regions were found in the IPFP, the ROI was placed in only 

one, the largest region. Two ROIs were drawn in the IPFP, one within the T2FS-hyperintense 

region and the second in an adjacent area without T2-hyperintensity (Figure 1). All ROIs 

were drawn by a researcher with a technical medical degree and more than three years of 

experience in musculoskeletal imaging research (B.d.V). The same ROIs from the T2-maps 

were copied to the registered DCE-MR images to extract quantitative DCE measures from the 

same regions. These quantitative DCE parameters (Ktrans, Kep, Ve, Vp) were calculated by 

fitting the extended Tofts pharmacokinetic model to the DCE-MRI data, using the DCETool in 

Horos.27,28. Subsequently, mean T2 value and mean perfusion parameter values of the ROIs 

were calculated. The Tofts pharmacokinetic model is widely used for this purpose and has 

shown to be the most accurate model for patellar bone.29 For highly vascularized tissues, 

like the IPFP, the extended Tofts pharmacokinetic model is more suitable due to the addition 

of the vascular term Vp; therefore in this study, we used the extended Tofts pharmacoki-

netic model.30 Ktrans reflects the volume transfer constant into the tissue compartment, 

Kep describes the rate constant back into the vascular component, Ve is the extravascular 

extracellular space and Vp is the vascular fraction of the region.31 The arterial input function 

(AIF) was estimated using a ROI in the popliteal artery. All fitted AIFs were visually checked.

Figure 1: Two ROIs were drawn in the IPFP, one 
within the T2FS-hyperintense region and the 
second in an adjacent area without T2-hyper-
intensity.
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Statistical analysis

The image analyses result in a mean value for the T2 and perfusion parameters within each 

region. For each region, the median T2 and perfusion parameters over all subjects in a certain 

group were calculated, as well as the interquartile range (IQR) as a measure of variability. Since all 

DCE-MRI variables showed a non-normal distribution, using the Shapiro-Wilk test, a paired Wil-

coxon signed-rank test was used to compare perfusion parameter values of the T2FS-hyperintense 

region with the adjacent region with normal signal intensity within the different subject groups. 

A Mann-Whitney U test was used to evaluate the location distribution of T2FS-hyperintense IPFP 

regions over the groups as well as differences in DCE-MRI perfusion parameters of a central 

versus a peripheral T2FS-hyperintense region. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS v25 

(IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). p values < 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS

In total, 100 participants were included from both studies: 22 patients with knee OA, 35 

patients with PFP, and 43 healthy controls. The mean BMI was higher in the OA group (30.6 

kg/m2) in comparison to the PFP and the control group with a mean BMI of 24.6 and 22.3 

kg/m2, respectively. The Knee Injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (KOOS) indicated that 

pain symptoms were most severe in the OA group. Characteristics of all participants are 

shown in Table 1.

T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions were present in 43 subjects. The prevalence of the T2FS-hyper-

intense IPFP regions was different between the groups: 16 of 22 (73%) knee OA patients, 13 

of 35 (37%) PFP patients, and 14 of 43 (33%) controls. Of the 16 knee OA patients, three 

had a radiographic OA severity of Kellgren and Lawrence grade 2, eight had KL grade 3, and 

five patients had KL grade 4.

The median T2 value in IPFP tissue without T2-hyperintensity was 36.4, 33.9, and 32.7 ms in 

OA patients, PFP patients and controls, respectively. For the T2FS-hyperintense regions, these 

values were 61.4, 52.3, and 53.7 ms, respectively (Table 2).

Table 1: Characteristics of participants with T2 regions within IPFP.

Groups
Parameter

OA Patients
N = 16

PFP patients
N = 13

Controls
N = 14

Total
N = 43

Sex male (%) 5 (31%) 8 (62%) 7 (50%) 20 (47%)

Age in years 63.3 ± 6.3 a. 27.0 ± 5.6 a. 25.8 ± 4.4 a. 29.6 b. [24.0-60.0]

BMI in kg/m2 30.6 ± 5.2 a. 24.6 ± 3.5 a. 22.3 ± 2.2 a. 24.3 b. [21.9-29.1]

KOOS pain subscale 40.5 ± 11.0 a. 71.6 ± 17.9 a. 100.0 b. [100.0-100.0] 66.7 b. [44.4-100.0]

a. Mean ± SD, b. Median [IQR]. SD: standard deviation, IQR: interquartile range.
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Most hyperintense regions were located centrally (n = 30) in the IPFP whereas 13 were 

located more peripherally. We observed no significant difference in location distribution 

between groups as well as no difference in all DCE-MRI perfusion parameters of a central 

versus a peripheral T2FS hyperintense region.

In knee OA patients, the T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions demonstrated significantly higher 

values of Ktrans (see Figure 2) and Ve compared to tissue with normal signal intensity (0.039 

min-1 vs. 0.025 min-1 for Ktrans and 0.157 vs. 0.119 for Ve). Kep and Vp were higher within 

T2FS-hyperintense lesions in OA patients compared to tissue with normal signal intensity 

(median Kep 0.198 min-1 vs. 0.163 min-1 and median Vp 0.002 vs. 0.001, respectively). 

However, these differences were not statistically significant for both Kep (p = 0.079) and 

Vp (p = 0.363). In both controls and PFP patients, all DCE-MRI perfusion parameters were 

not significantly different between IPFP tissue with and without a T2FS-hyperintensity. In 

PFP-patients a Ktrans of 0.014 min-1 and Kep 0.113 min-1 in IPFP tissue with normal signal 

Figure 2: Delineated T2-hyperintense region within IPFP on T2 map (left) and corresponding Ktrans map 
(values in min-1) (right) in patient with PFP (upper row) and patient with OA (lower row). Higher values 
of Ktrans are depicted in red.
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intensity and a Ktrans of 0.011 min-1 and Kep 0.173 min-1 in tissue with T2FS-hyperintensity 

was found. In controls, the median Ktrans was 0.014 min-1 and median Kep was 0.122 min-1 

in IPFP tissue with normal signal intensity and in tissue with T2FS -hyperintensity these values 

were 0.010 and 0.091 min-1, respectively. Moreover, all DCE-MRI perfusion parameters were 

higher in both the hyperintense lesions and normal IPFP tissue in the OA group. All DCE-MRI 

results are shown in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

In this study, quantitative DCE-MRI perfusion parameters were measured within T2FS-hyper-

intense regions and adjacent IPFP tissue with normal signal intensity of patients with knee 

OA, patients with PFP and in healthy controls. Our hypothesis was that identically appearing 

T2FS-hyperintense IPFP regions in patients with OA, PFP, and control subjects demonstrate 

different degrees of increased perfusion measured with quantitative DCE-MRI compared 

to adjacent IPFP tissue with normal signal intensity. We expected the highest perfusion in 

patients with OA, in which term Hoffa synovitis has been coined to describe such regions. 

Indeed, we found that T2FS-hyperintense regions showed significantly increased perfusion 

compared to adjacent IPFP tissue with normal signal intensity in OA patients only, in con-

trast to both patients with PFP and healthy controls. This finding suggests an inflammatory 

pathogenesis of such regions in OA patients, but not in patients with PFP and healthy control 

subjects. Our observation that knee OA patients demonstrated, in general, higher DCE-MRI 

perfusion parameters than PFP patients and healthy controls, irrespective of the presence of 

a T2FS-hyperintense region, also indicate that the entire IPFP may be affected by inflammation 

in OA and possibly also by neo-angiogenesis, based on the elevated Vp, which represents 

the vascular fraction within the ROI. Our observation of this phenomenon in the IPFP is 

of interest, as from previous literature it is known that OA is not a simple ‘wear and tear’ 

disease of cartilage and bone, but a whole organ disease, including several soft tissues such 

as the IPFP.32 Accordingly, there is an increasing focus on systemic treatment approaches for 

OA, such as anti-inflammatory and anti-angiogenic medication.33 In future trials, it will be 

a prerequisite to identify OA subtypes, in which advanced MR imaging, such as DCE-MRI, 

could potentially play a major role.

The different results for PFP found in this study are not consistent with current insights in 

PFP, which is supposed to be a precursor of OA.34,35 A possible explanation might be that 

tissue homeostasis is not yet as disturbed in PFP and inflammatory cytokines are not yet 

released. Thus, even though T2-hyperintense IPFP regions appear identically on unenhanced 

T2-weighted fat-saturated MR images in OA and PFP patients as well as healthy controls, the 

results of our DCE-MRI analysis show that there are different degrees of perfusion within the 
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IPFP of controls, PFP patients, and OA patients, which may point towards different patho-

physiologies. This knowledge will help the practicing radiologist who is confronted with an 

increased application of sensitive knee MRI to appraise these lesions in the context of the 

patient’s age and concurrent abnormalities.

In this study, the IPFP was quantitatively analyzed by T2 mapping and DCE-MRI in order 

to investigate the pathophysiology of T2 signal alterations in the IPFP within OA and PFP. 

The single prior study that applied DCE-MRI to investigate the IPFP by Ballegaard et al. 23 

used a different approach in the definition of the region of interest, as they focused on the 

entire IPFP in 3D rather than T2FS-hyperintensities within the fat pad. Furthermore, only obese 

patients with knee OA were included and a heuristic DCE-MRI analysis method without 

pharmacokinetic modeling was performed.

A strength of the current study is the quantitative assessment of DCE-MRI perfusion values, 

which offers more robust parameters that directly represent the microvasculature physiol-

ogy, in contrast to semi-quantitative analysis. Furthermore, the inclusion of different patient 

groups from two studies offered the possibility to determine the nature of T2FS-hyperintense 

IPFP regions across different disease entities, one of which (PFP) has been suggested as 

a precursor to the each other (OA). We were able to directly compare the results of the 

quantitative DCE-MRI analysis from both studies because the exact same MRI scanner was 

used with identical scan and image post processing for both studies. Additionally, statistical 

analyses were performed within subjects of each subgroup, and thus possible differences in 

confounding variables between the subgroups will not have influenced our results.

A potential limitation was that no B1+ inhomogeneity assessment and T1 correction was 

possible, due to the lack of B1+ or pre-contrast T1 map. A fixed T1(0) value of 1443 ms 

(standard value of the DCE Tool used in Horos) was used instead. We expect that differences 

that may have arisen as a result of ignoring region T1 variability will not change the outcome 

of this study, as the observed differences in perfusion were large and substantially larger 

than any differences that we would expect due to T1 variability. Furthermore, we used a 

dedicated transmit/receive knee coil with relatively homogeneous B1 field. At the time of 

the MR acquisitions, linear gadolinium contrast agents, like gadopentetate dimeglumine, 

were commonly in use. Since then, these have been withdrawn from the EU market and 

have been replaced by alternatives that carry less risk for nephrogenic systemic fibrosis. As 

the perfusion kinetics of these alternatives are similar, we expect our results to be relevant 

for the newer generation contrast agents as well. Another limitation is that the OA group 

comprised patients referred for knee arthroplasty because of end-stage clinical OA, although 

the radiographic OA severity ranged from KL grade 2 to 4, with grade 4 relatively underrep-

resented. Furthermore, ROIs were drawn on one slice only. Finally, T2FS-hyperintense lesions 
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were found only in 43 subjects, and the OA group was relatively small. However, all these 

subjects underwent an extensive MRI protocol including the administration of an intravenous 

contrast agent. In future research, it would be interesting to examine the perfusion of T2FS-

hyperintense lesions in a population with a wider range of clinical OA severity, to evaluate the 

diagnostic value of T2FS-hyperintense lesions and their perfusion characteristics in classifying 

patients with unknown OA status, and to study the relationship of perfusion parameters with 

clinical symptoms.

In conclusion, T2FS-hyperintense regions of the IPFP demonstrated higher quantitative DCE-

MRI blood perfusion parameters compared to adjacent tissue with normal signal intensity in 

patients with knee OA, but not in patients with PFP and healthy control subjects. This sug-

gests different pathophysiology of IPFP T2FS-hyperintense regions across patient subgroups, 

in which an inflammatory pathogenesis is only present in OA.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

To assess the diagnostic accuracy of grayscale (GSUS), power Doppler (PDUS) and contrast-

enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) for detecting synovitis in knee osteoarthritis (OA).

METHODS

Patients with different degrees of radiographic knee OA were included prospectively. All 

underwent GSUS, PDUS, CEUS, and contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (CE-

MRI), on which synovitis was assessed semi-quantitatively. Correlations of synovitis severity 

on ultrasound based techniques with CE-MRI were determined. Receiver operating charac-

teristic (ROC) analysis was performed to assess diagnostic performance of GSUS, PDUS, and 

CEUS, for detecting synovitis, using CE-MRI as reference-standard.

RESULTS

In the 31 patients included, synovitis scoring on GSUS and CEUS was significantly correlated 

(ρ=0.608, p<0.001 and ρ=0.391, p=0.033) with CE-MRI. For detecting mild synovitis, the 

area under the curve (AUC) was 0.781 (95% CI 0.609-0.953) for GSUS, 0.788 (0.622-0.954) 

for PDUS, and 0.653 (0.452-0.853) for CEUS. Sensitivity and specificity were 0.667 (0.431-

0.845) and 0.700 (0.354-0.919) for GSUS, 0.905 (0.682-0.983) and 0.500 (0.201-0.799) for 

PDUS, and 0.550 (0.320-0.762) and 0.700 (0.354-0.919) for CEUS, respectively. The AUC 

of GSUS increased to 0.862 (0.735-0.989), 0.823 (0.666-0.979), and 0.885 (0.767-1.000), 

when combined with PDUS, CEUS, or both, respectively. For detecting moderate synovitis, 

the AUC of GSUS was higher (0.882 (0.750-1.000)) and no added value of PDUS and CEUS 

was observed.

CONCLUSIONS

GSUS has limited overall accuracy for detecting synovitis in knee OA. When GSUS is combined 

with PDUS or CEUS, overall diagnostic performance improves for detecting mild synovitis, 

but not for moderate synovitis.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most frequent form of arthritis and has major consequences for the 

individual patient and for public health. Joint inflammation, characterized by swelling of the 

synovium and joint effusion, also referred to as synovitis, is a key process in half of all OA 

patients.1 Even in the early stages of OA, synovitis plays an important role in the perception 

of symptoms2 and it is an important predictor of OA progression.3 As the prominent role 

of synovitis in OA and the importance of identifying patients with synovitis for targeted 

anti-inflammatory treatment are increasingly recognized, the interest in imaging of synovitis 

in OA is growing.

The accepted reference standard for visualizing synovitis is MRI after intravenous adminis-

tration of a contrast agent, also referred to as contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI).4 CE-MRI, 

however, incurs high costs, long scan times, and potential health issues in high-risk patients 

related to the use of contrast agents. Therefore, there is reluctance to implement synovitis 

imaging with CE-MRI routinely in clinical practice and in large clinical research studies on OA.

Despite the many advantages of MRI for a comprehensive evaluation of the osteoarthritic 

joint, ultrasound (US) is a suitable alternative to image the soft tissues of the knee and 

is therefore commonly used in clinical rheumatology practice.5 Compared with MRI, US is 

more readily available, more practical, and less costly. Among the various methods that have 

been proposed for imaging synovitis with US, there are three methods that stand out. The 

most commonly used method is grayscale ultrasound (GSUS), although differentiating the 

synovium from joint fluid is difficult, since both synovial tissue and fluid generally appear 

hypoechoic on a grayscale image. In addition to GSUS, the extent of vascularization, which 

is expected to be increased in synovitis, can be visualized using power Doppler ultrasound 

(PDUS). PDUS has been shown to enhance diagnostic accuracy in conditions associated 

with increased vascularity such as arthritis, tendinitis, tumors, and in monitoring of healing 

processes.6 Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) constitutes a promising, relatively novel 

tool for imaging synovitis. CEUS makes use of contrast agents composed of microbubbles, 

that allow assessment of perfusion, based on enhanced ultrasound reflections in tissues 

where blood flow is increased. CEUS has been adopted especially in the abdomen, to be 

implemented on various organs such as liver, spleen, kidneys, and pancreas.7,8

We hypothesized that ultrasound is an accurate diagnostic tool for imaging synovitis in knee 

OA compared with CE-MRI, and that the diagnostic performance of GSUS is potentially 

enhanced by PDUS and CEUS. The aim of this study was to determine the diagnostic ac-

curacy of GSUS, PDUS and CEUS for detecting synovitis in knee osteoarthritis compared with 

CE-MRI as reference standard.
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METHODS

Study population

Patients were included in this prospective observational diagnostic accuracy study from the 

outpatient clinic of the Department of Orthopedic Surgery of the Department of Orthopedic 

Surgery of the Erasmus Medical Center (Rotterdam, the Netherlands). Patients eligible for this 

study were aged over 18 years, were diagnosed with radiographic knee OA with a Kellgren 

& Lawrence (KL) grade of at least grade 1 and had clinical suspicion of synovitis, based on 

of palpable joint effusion. Exclusion criteria were: previous knee replacement surgery, knee 

trauma in the preceding six months, absolute and relative contra-indications to undergo MRI; 

pregnancy, renal insufficiency (GFR < 60 mL/min/1.73m2) and known allergy to MR or US 

contrast agents. The institutional ethics review board approved the study (protocol number 

MEC-2016-322). Both oral and written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

MR imaging

MRI was performed using a 3T MRI scanner (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, 

WI, USA) with a dedicated 8-channel knee coil. The MRI protocol included proton density 

weighted and fat-saturated T2-weighted sequences in three orthogonal planes to mor-

phologically assess the knee. For CE-MRI, we applied a 3D T1-weighted sequence with fat 

suppression obtained after the intravenous administration of 0.2 mmol/kg of gadoterate 

meglumine (Dotarem®, Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France). This double dose of gadolinium 

agent was used for delayed gadolinium enhanced MRI of cartilage (dGEMRIC), the analysis 

of which is beyond the scope of this article.

Synovitis on CE-MR images was scored independently by two experienced musculoskeletal 

radiologists (EO, DH), with discrepancies resolved in consensus, using a semiquantitative 

scoring method described by Guermazi et al.9 according to this method, synovitis was scored 

at 11 different sites throughout the knee (Table 1). At each site, the maximal thickness of the 

enhanced synovium was graded as follows: grade 0 if <2 mm, grade 1 if 2–4 mm and grade 

2 if >4 mm. These scores were subsequently summed to generate a whole-knee synovitis 

score and this sum score was finally categorized into 0–4 (normal or equivocal synovitis); 5–8 

(mild synovitis); 9–12 (moderate synovitis) and ≥13 (severe synovitis).

Table 1: Sites scored for synovitis on CE-MRI according to Guermazi et al.9

1. Medial parapatellar recess
2. Lateral parapatellar recess
3. Suprapatellar
4. Infrapatellar
5. Intercondylar
6. Medial perimeniscal

7. Lateral perimeniscal
8. Adjacent to the anterior cruciate ligaments
9. Adjacent to the posterior cruciate ligaments
10. Baker’s cysts
11. Loose bodies
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Ultrasound imaging

Ultrasound imaging was performed on the same day, directly following the MRI examination 

using an ultrasound machine (LOGIQ E9, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA),equipped 

with a linear 5-15 MHz transducer (ML6-15, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA). US was 

performed by one trained examiner (SB, radiologist-in-training with 5 years’ experience).

GSUS was performed using standardized protocols, with musculoskeletal program presets, 

which were kept unchanged for all examinations. GSUS was used to assess the extent of syno-

vitis, based on joint fluid and synovial hypertrophy in the longitudinal scan plane at three loca-

tions (suprapatellar, medial and lateral), as described by Hartung et al.10 synovial hypertrophy 

was defined as abnormal hypoechoic (relative to subcutaneous fat) intraarticular tissue that 

is nondisplaceable and poorly compressible, and which may exhibit Doppler signal.11 At the 

three evaluated locations, synovitis visualized by GSUS was graded semi-quantitatively, based 

on the joint capsule distension, with scores ranging from 0–3 at each site (grade 0 (absent); 

grade 1 (mild): small hypoechoic/anechoic line beneath joint capsule; grade 2 (moderate): joint 

capsule elevated parallel to joint area; grade 3 (severe): strong convex distension of the joint).10

PDUS was performed at the same locations as GSUS, using a frequency of 10 MHz with a 

pulse repetition frequency of 1.0kHz. All settings including the color box size were standard-

ized. PDUS activity in the synovium was scored semi-quantitatively with scores ranging from 

0–3 at each site (grade 0: no intra-articular color signal; grade 1: up to 3 single color signals 

or 2 single color signals and 1 confluent color signal representing only low flow; grade 2: 1 

to 50% of the intraarticular area filled with color signals representing clear flow; grade 3: > 

50% of the intraarticular area filled with color signals).10

GSUS and PDUS scores were summed for all three locations resulting in a sum score ranging 

from 0-9 for each US technique.

The site with the highest degree of synovitis on GSUS and PDUS was imaged using CEUS (Figure 1). 

CEUS was performed using 2.4 ml sulphur hexafluoride (SonoVue, Bracco, Milan, Italy), a second-

generation ultrasound contrast agent, administered intravenously in the antecubital vein, followed 

by a saline bolus injection. The contrast inflow was imaged for 2 minutes. Synovial thickness on 

CEUS was scored semi-quantitatively, based on the maximal thickness on any slice, and graded as 

follows: grade 0 if < 2 mm, grade 1 if 2–4 mm, grade 2 if 5-10 mm, grade 3 if > 10 mm.12

The scoring of ultrasound images was performed by two persons in consensus who were 

blinded to the CE-MRI scores, one radiologist-in-training with 5 years’ experience (SB) and a 

researcher with a technical medical degree and more than 3 years’ experience in musculosk-

eletal imaging research (BdV).
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Statistical analysis

Correlations were assessed between synovitis sum scores on GSUS, PDUS and CEUS and 

the whole-knee synovitis sum score on CE-MRI using Spearman’s rank correlation, where < 

0.3 indicates little or no correlation; 0.3-0.7 moderate correlation; > 0.7 strong correlation. 

Interobserver reliability between the two readers was assessed by calculating the intraclass 

correlation coefficient for summed synovitis scores and weighted Kappa statistics for each 

individual site and all sites pooled on CE-MRI. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis 

was performed to determine the diagnostic performance of GSUS, PDUS and CEUS. These 

were analyzed separately and combined, for the detection of synovitis with a severity of mild 

or higher, and moderate or higher, based on CE-MRI as the reference standard. Sensitivity, 

specificity, positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated 

along with 95% confidence intervals. For this purpose, sum scores of GSUS, PDUS and CEUS 

were converted to binomial data (presence or absence). In the absence of clearly reported 

sum score cut-off values for any of the ultrasound techniques, Youden’s index was used 

to define the threshold value that optimized the differentiating ability of GSUS, PDUS and 

CEUS.13 A p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was 

performed using SPSS v25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

Thirty-one patients (14 females and 17 males; mean age 58 years) were included in this 

study. In one patient, CEUS was not acquired due to temporary license problems on the 

ultrasound machine, therefore, analyses on CEUS were performed in 30 patients. Baseline 

characteristics are shown in Table 2.

Imaging findings

On CE-MRI, 10 (32.3%) patients had no synovitis, while 9 (29.0%), 7 (22.6%) and 5 (16.1%) 

had mild, moderate and severe synovitis, respectively. We found good interobserver reliability 

for the summed synovitis score on CE-MRI, with an ICC of 0.81 (95% CI 0.64-0.90). The 

weighted Kappa value per individual site was variable and ranged from 0.22 to 0.78, whereas 

interobserver reliability for all sites pooled was moderate (weighted Kappa 0.56; 95% CI 

0.47-0.64). With GSUS, the median sum score over the 3 locations assessed, was 4 (IQR 3-5, 

range 1-8), while for PDUS the median sum score was 2 (IQR 2-3, range 0-6). With CEUS, 

16 of 30 patients (53.3%) were scored with grade 0, 6 (20.0%) with grade 1 (slight thicken-

ing), 7 (23.3%) with grade 2 (moderate), and 1 (3.3%) with grade 3. Table 3 describes the 

distribution of KL grades and ultrasound sum scores per grade of synovitis severity based on 

CE-MRI. Figure 1 shows an example of US and CE-MRI findings in a representative patient.
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Correlation between US and CE-MRI

A moderate, statistically significant, correlation was observed between the GSUS sum score 

and CE-MRI whole-knee sum score (Spearman’s ρ = 0.608, p < 0.001). The correlation be-

tween PDUS sum score and CE-MRI whole-knee sum score was weak (ρ = 0.299, p = 0.102) 

and not statistically significant, whereas the correlation between CEUS sum score and CE-

MRI sum score was moderate and statistically significant (ρ = 0.391, p < 0.033).

Table 2: Baseline patient characteristics.

Parameter Value

No. of patients
Males
Females

31
14
17

Mean age, y (range) 58 (33 – 81)

Mean BMI (range) 27.5 (20.6 – 39.9)

Symptomatic knee
Left
Right

15
16

Mean Knee injury and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score 
(KOOS), pain subscale (95% CI)

51.7 (42.8 – 60.6)

Radiographic OA severity
(K&L grade)

Grade 0 0

Grade 1 6

Grade 2 10

Grade 3 8

Grade 4 7

Table 3: Distribution of KL grade and ultrasound sum scores per grade of synovitis severity based on 
CE-MRI.

Synovitis severity on 
CE-MRI

Median KL 
(IQR)

Median GSUS 
sum score (IQR)

Median PDUS 
sum score (IQR)

Median CEUS sum 
score (IQR)

No synovitis
(sum score 0-4) (n=10)

2 (1-2) 3.0 (1.8-4) 1.5 (1-2.3) 0 (0-1)

Mild synovitis
(sum score 5-8) (n=9)

3 (1-3.5) 3.0 (3-4) 3.0 (2-4) 0 (0-1.5)

Moderate synovitis
(sum score 9-12) (n=7)

3 (2-4) 5.0 (3-8) 3.0 (2-3) 1.0 (0-2)

Severe synovitis
(sum score ≥13)
(n=5, CEUS n=4)

3 (3-4) 5.0 (5-7) 2.0 (1-4.5) 2.0 (0.5-2)
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Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis

Table 4 describes the results of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis for the 

detection of synovitis with a severity of mild or higher, and moderate or higher, based on 

CE-MRI. When the ultrasound techniques were analyzed separately, the areas under the 

curve (AUC) were 0.781 for GSUS, 0.788 for PDUS, and 0.653 for CEUS, for the detection 

of synovitis with a severity of mild or higher. The sensitivity of GSUS was moderate (0.667) 

similar to the specificity (0.700) (Table 4). PDUS showed a high sensitivity (0.905) but a 

substantially lower specificity (0.500), CEUS demonstrated moderate sensitivity (0.550) and 

specificity (0.700).

Figure 1: US and CE-MRI findings in a representative patient with KL grade 3 radiographic OA and severe 
synovitis. A: longitudinal GSUS image of the suprapatellar recess, reveals convex distention of the joint cap-
sule by synovial fluid and hyperechoic synovial tissue. B: corresponding PDUS image of same patient, reveal-
ing less than 3 color signals. C: corresponding CEUS image, depicting a summed representation of the de-
tected contrast microbubbles. D: sagittal image from CE-MRI showing severe synovitis in the same patient.
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When combinations of ultrasound techniques were analyzed, the AUC of GSUS increased 

from 0.781 to 0.862 when it was combined with PDUS and to 0.823 when it was combined 

with CEUS, largely explained by substantially increased specificity. When all three US tech-

niques were combined, the AUC was 0.885 with a substantially higher sensitivity (0.909) and 

NPV (0.938) than for the combinations of two techniques. However, the specificity (0.789) 

was substantially lower than for two techniques combined, as was the PPV (0.714).

For the detection of moderate or severe synovitis, the AUC for GSUS was 0.882, while 

the AUCs for PDUS and CEUS were substantially lower, 0.592 and 0.708, respectively. The 

sensitivity of GSUS was moderate (0.750) while specificity was very high (0.947). The trend 

for PDUS was opposite (sensitivity 0.917; specificity 0.316), while CEUS demonstrated 

moderate sensitivity (0.727) and specificity (0.684). The combination of PDUS with GSUS 

did not increase diagnostic performance compared to GSUS alone, whereas the addition of 

CEUS increased the AUC marginally (0.882 to 0.895), with increased sensitivity and NPV, but 

decreased specificity and PPV. Finally, combining all three ultrasound techniques resulted in a 

sensitivity of 0.909, but specificity was substantially lower than for GSUS alone or combined 

with either PDUS or CEUS.

DISCUSSION

This study demonstrated that, even under optimized conditions, the combination of GSUS, 

PDUS and CEUS shows only limited overall diagnostic accuracy for the assessment of syno-

vitis compared to CE-MRI as the gold standard. We found that GSUS showed the highest 

overall diagnostic performance compared to PDUS and CEUS when analyzed separately. 

Nevertheless, although GSUS has high PPV, it has limited sensitivity, specificity, and NPV 

for the detection of synovitis with a severity of mild or higher based on CE-MRI. Thus, the 

application of GSUS alone for detection of mild synovitis is insufficient, and, accordingly, 

our results indicate that adding PDUS or CEUS increases overall diagnostic performance for 

detecting mild synovitis. From a practical perspective, the application of CEUS involves the 

intravenous administration of a contrast agent, which results in longer examination times 

and higher costs. Since the addition of CEUS to GSUS/PDUS only increased sensitivity and 

NPV, but substantially decreased specificity and PPV, we believe that CEUS is less likely to be 

useful in most clinical practices.

For the detection of synovitis with a severity of moderate or higher, no added value of 

PDUS and CEUS was observed compared to GSUS alone. The increased sensitivity associated 

with the combination of GSUS and CEUS or all three ultrasound techniques combined was 

accompanied by a greater reduction in specificity.
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Synovitis plays a key role in pain perception in OA patients14 and has been identified as an 

important factor for OA progression.3 Therefore, according to recent insights, identifying pa-

tients with synovitis through imaging is crucial in order to initiate targeted anti-inflammatory 

therapy and prevent progression of OA.15 Ideally, the diagnosis of synovitis is made at an early 

stage of OA before structural joint damage is evident on radiography, and when the severity 

of synovitis may be still mild. However, large-scale evaluation of OA patients with the refer-

ence standard for synovitis imaging, CE-MRI, is not feasible since CE-MRI requires the use 

of a gadolinium-based contrast agent and a long scan time and incurs high costs. Because 

ultrasound theoretically remains an attractive alternative to CE-MRI that is more readily avail-

able, less costly and faster, further study is needed to better understand and improve upon 

the reasons for its limited diagnostic accuracy demonstrated in this study. One previous study 

by Song et al.16 evaluated GSUS, PDUS and CEUS in comparison with CE-MRI in a population 

of 36 patients with painful knee OA. In their study, only the superior and lateral recess were 

systematically evaluated, MRI was performed on a low-field dedicated extremity scanner 

precluding the assessment of obese patients, 4.8 ml instead of 2.4 ml Sulphur hexafluoride 

was used for CEUS, the focus of analysis was mainly on sensitivity and percentage positive 

findings, and no combinations of ultrasound techniques were evaluated16 Our finding that 

PDUS has higher sensitivity than GSUS, with an opposite trend for specificity, is in agreement 

with their study.

In a study among patients with rheumatoid arthritis, Rednic et al.17 found that synovial thick-

ness measured with CEUS might be related to the ‘active’ state of synovitis. Our finding that 

CEUS and CE-MRI only correlated moderately in OA patients may point towards a higher 

degree of ‘active’ synovitis in rheumatoid arthritis.

All patients included in this study had clinical signs of synovitis, with palpable effusion docu-

mented on clinical examination. Although this was an inclusion criterion for our study, not 

all patients showed synovitis on CE-MRI. As many as 11 out of 31 patients were classified 

as having no or equivocal synovitis on CE-MRI (sum score 0-4). This may be explained by a 

high false-positive rate of detecting effusion on clinical examination, as well as the fact that 

imaging for this study was not performed at the time of the clinical diagnosis of synovitis. 

Moreover, OA is characterized by so-called ‘flare-ups’, sudden and temporary increases in 

symptoms along with exacerbations of synovitis18,19, and it is possible that the degree of 

synovitis at the time of imaging was lower than during clinical examination. However, since 

our analyses focused on comparison of imaging techniques within the same patient exactly 

at the same time point, we expect that this will not have affected our results.

Overall, our study showed that US, in any combination of the evaluated US techniques, is 

inferior to CE-MRI for the assessment of synovitis in knee OA. The most plausible explanation 
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for this, is the intrinsic difference between US as a 2D imaging tool that only assesses distinct 

superficial knee joint areas, and MRI that provides a comprehensive 3D visualization of all 

areas in the knee. In addition, pressure applied on the skin might also affect the assessment 

in US imaging, where areas of synovitis could be displaced outside of the imaging plane, 

although in our study we applied minimal pressure. Finally, using CE-MRI, the enhanced 

synovium can be clearly distinguished from joint effusion, which in our experience is more 

difficult with US.

The strengths of our study are that we included patients with all severities of radiographic OA 

(KL grade 1 to 4), and that we were able to perform a comprehensive range of ultrasound 

and MRI techniques, including two different contrast-enhanced methods with two different 

contrast agents on the same day, within a few hours, in as many as 30 patients. Another 

strength of our study is that we used standardized protocols for the ultrasound acquisi-

tion, although we realize that adapted protocols might be more suitable for specific patient 

groups, e.g. the use of a curved US transducer in patients with a very high BMI. The main 

limitation of this study is the small sample size from the perspective of statistical analysis, 

resulting in a small number of patients in each category of synovitis severity, and large mea-

sures of variability associated with US grades and diagnostic performance statistics. The low 

number of subjects per KL grade also precluded subgroup analysis by severity of radiographic 

OA. However, due to the extensive imaging protocol with two contrast administrations, a 

larger number of subjects was not feasible. In view of the limited statistical power, our results 

suggests that, if a sonographic diagnosis of synovitis is necessary, the individual sonographic 

techniques may only be used complementarily and not as alternatives.

Specifically for CEUS, another limitation was that we were only able to assess one location 

within the knee for one contrast injection. Furthermore, we did not always detect synovitis 

with CEUS in cases which were diagnosed with synovitis using GSUS and CE-MRI, although 

the assumption is that the microbubbles flow through inflamed tissue with increased vascu-

larity. Factors that may possibly account for this are low flow, small size of the vessels and 

obesity. Another limitation is that we used a double dose of gadolinium contrast agent for 

the purpose of dGEMRIC, but we believe that this did not affect appearance of synovitis on 

CE-MRI compared to a single dose of gadolinium. A final limitation is that the scoring of all 

ultrasound images was performed during the same session, whereas for CE-MRI this was 

performed independently.

In conclusion, ultrasound has only limited accuracy in detecting synovitis in knee osteoar-

thritis compared to CE-MRI. When GSUS is combined with PDUS or CEUS, overall diagnostic 

performance is improved for detecting synovitis with a severity of mild or higher, but not for 
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synovitis with severity of moderate or higher. From a practical perspective, GSUS is most fea-

sibly combined with PDUS, whereas CEUS is less likely to be useful in most clinical practices.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

To assess diagnostic accuracy of quantitative Double Echo in Steady State (qDESS) MRI for 

detecting synovitis in knee osteoarthritis (OA).

METHODS

Patients with different degrees of radiographic knee OA were included prospectively. All 

underwent MRI with both qDESS and contrast-enhanced T1-weighted magnetic resonance 

imaging (CE-MRI). A linear combination of the two qDESS images can be used to create an 

image that displays contrast between synovium and the synovial fluid. Synovitis on both 

qDESS and CE-MRI was assessed semi-quantitatively, using a whole-knee synovitis sum score, 

indicating no/equivocal, mild, moderate, and severe synovitis. The correlation between sum 

scores of qDESS and CE-MRI (reference standard) were determined using Spearman’s rank 

correlation coefficient and intraclass correlation coefficient for absolute agreement.

Receiver operating characteristic analysis was performed to assess the diagnostic performance 

of qDESS for detecting different degrees of synovitis, with CE-MRI as reference standard.

RESULTS

In the 31 patients included, very strong correlation was found between synovitis sum scores 

on qDESS and CE-MRI (ρ=0.96, p<0.001), with high absolute agreement (0.84 (95% CI 0.14-

0.95)). Mean sum score (SD) values on qDESS 5.16 (3.75) were lower than on CE-MRI 7.13 

(4.66), indicating systematically underestimated synovitis severity on qDESS. For detecting 

mild synovitis or higher, high sensitivity and specificity were found for qDESS (1.00 (95% CI 

0.80-1.00) and 0.909 (0.571-1.00), respectively). For detecting moderate synovitis or higher, 

sensitivity and specificity were good (0.727 (95% CI 0.393-0.927) and 1.00 (0.800-1.00), 

respectively).

CONCLUSIONS

qDESS MRI is able to, however with an underestimation, detect synovitis in patients with 

knee OA.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most common joint disease. In men and women over 60 years, 10% 

and 13% respectively suffer from symptomatic knee OA.1 Joint inflammation, characterized by 

swelling of the synovium and joint effusion, is believed to be a key process of knee OA in half 

of all OA patients.2 Synovial inflammation, also referred to as synovitis, already occurs in early 

OA3 and plays an important role in OA symptom perception, with odds ratios (ORs) varying 

between 3.2 and 10.0 for effusion/synovitis.4,5 Pain is the most prevalent symptom of OA, and 

is associated with inflammation.5 Synovitis is also an important predictor of OA progression.6 

Hence, synovitis is considered a potential tissue-specific target for novel anti-inflammatory 

treatments7. In addition, synovitis has been suggested as a predictive factor of knee OA pro-

gression in worsening of cartilage damage, with accompanying ORs up to 3.11 for progression 

of pain on a visual analog scale (VAS) after one year.8 As the prominent role of synovitis in OA 

is increasingly recognized, there is growing interest in identifying OA patients with synovitis by 

means of imaging for the purpose of personalized prognostication and therapy.

The most common method to image OA in routine patient care and large clinical studies 

consists of radiography, but this primarily only visualizes bony structures and cannot as-

sess synovitis. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a very suitable method for imaging 

OA, because it offers a comprehensive assessment of multiple joint tissues involved in OA9, 

including direct visualization of articular cartilage, subchondral bone, menisci, ligaments, 

and joint effusion as a surrogate marker of inflammation. Furthermore, MRI can directly 

visualize synovitis when an intravenous contrast agent is administered, also referred to as 

contrast-enhanced MRI (CE-MRI).10 CE-MRI is currently considered the reference standard for 

imaging of synovitis, because the direct visualization of thickened synovium is preferred over 

the assessment of joint effusion and these findings should be treated as two separate enti-

ties.11 Thus, MRI complemented with CE-MRI is an excellent technique to study relationships 

between synovitis and other OA manifestations. However, because of high costs, longer 

examination times, and potential health risks associated with the intravenous contrast agent 

or undergoing repeated examinations, especially in patients with renal insufficiency and al-

lergies, there is reluctance to implement synovitis imaging with CE-MRI in routine clinical MRI 

protocols and large clinical research studies.12 These disadvantages of CE-MRI highlight the 

need for an imaging technique without the use of a contrast agent.

A promising recent innovation in MRI of synovitis is diffusion-weighted imaging with quan-

titative double-echo in steady-state (qDESS) MRI without the need for a contrast agent, 

which has higher resolution than conventional diffusion weighted techniques, without 

off-resonance-induced distortion. qDESS is a 3D gradient-spoiled steady-state sequence, 

acquiring an echo before and after a spoiler gradient, which are usually combined to one 
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image in the qDESS and used in the Osteoarthritis Initiative. The advantage of qDESS is that 

next to the diffusion image it can also be used to get a comprehensive image of an OA knee 

within 5 minutes.13 In the 1980s several groups14–16 showed that the different contrasts of 

the two echoes is useful, and this was more recently demonstrated by Welsch et al.17 Further 

modification to18,19 qDESS by increasing the magnitude of the spoiler gradient between the 

two echoes and acquiring separate echoes, synovitis can be detected without the need for 

an intravenous contrast agent, as shown previously by McWalter et al.20 The images have 

different levels of diffusion weighting, enabling good separation of fluid and surrounding 

tissues. This work demonstrates the feasibility of visualizing synovitis using qDESS MRI20; spe-

cifically that qDESS MRI correlates well with CE-MRI in patients with moderate to advanced 

clinical synovitis.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the diagnostic performance of qDESS MRI 

for the assessment of knee synovitis in patients with a varying degree of radiographic knee 

OA, using CE-MRI as the reference standard. Based on our pilot study, we hypothesized that 

qDESS MRI has high diagnostic performance, and that the addition of qDESS MRI to clinical 

scan protocols can be feasibly implemented on a larger scale in prospective clinical studies, in 

order to assess the prognostic value of synovitis and the response to interventions.

METHODS

Study population

Patients with knee OA were included consecutively from the outpatient clinic of the Depart-

ment of Orthopedic Surgery. The institutional review board approved the study and informed 

consent was obtained from all subjects. Patients included for this study were aged over 

18 years, with a severity of at least Kellgren & Lawrence (K&L)21 grade 1 and had clinical 

suspicion of synovitis based on palpable joint effusion. Exclusion criteria were: previous knee 

replacement surgery, knee trauma in the preceding six months, absolute and relative contra-

indications to undergo MRI, pregnancy, renal insufficiency (GFR < 60 mL/min/1.73m2) and a 

known allergy to MR gadolinium containing contrast agents.

MR image acquisition

A 3T MR system (Discovery MR750, General Electric Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was 

used with a dedicated 8-channel knee coil (Invivo, Gainesville, FL, USA). For CE-MRI, we 

applied a sagittal 3D T1-weighted spoiled gradient-echo sequence (SPGR) with fat saturation 

obtained after the intravenous administration of 0.2 mmol/kg of gadoterate meglumine 

(Dotarem®, Guerbet, Aulnay-sous-Bois, France). The T1-weighted scan was performed 6 

minutes after the intravenous administration of the contrast agent. Scan parameters of the 
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T1-weighted scan were TR/TE = 10.8/5.4 ms; flip angle = 20°; FOV = 20 × 20cm; slice thick-

ness = 0.5mm; matrix = 512 × 512; receiver bandwidth= ± 62.5 kHz.

qDESS scans were performed directly before CE-MRI, using the sagittal 3D qDESS sequence18 

with TE1 = 9ms and TE2 = 46.7 ms for echoes before and after the spoiler gradient, respec-

tively, TR = 26.0 ms; matrix size 256 x 256; flip angle = 25°; FOV = 20 cm, a slice thickness 

of 3 mm, and using water-only excitation. Typically, S+ denotes the signal at the first echo, 

before the spoiler, which mostly has a T1/T2 contrast, while S− denotes the signal at sec-

ond echo, after the spoiler, which additional T2 and diffusion weighting.18 The sequence 

was run with a spoiler gradient of duration 3.4 ms on the slice axis and a gradient area 

of 15660 ms*G/cm (156 ms*mT/m), providing strong diffusion weighting. This area cor-

responds to a gradient inducing a phase difference of 20 cycles over the slice. Scan time was 

approximately 5 minutes. This gave a total of two images per slice (Figure 1).

Image processing

CE-MR images were evaluated qualitatively according to the synovitis grading, while the 

qDESS scans required image processing after acquisition. This image processing was per-

formed using custom software (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) created by McWalter 

et al20. The qDESS images were processed to optimize the contrast between the synovial 

membrane and synovial fluid. The resulting images was created as a linear combination of 

the echo 1 (S+) and echo 2 (S-) images according to the equation: Synovitis Image = S+ − βS−

Figure 1: Sagittal qDESS images at the level of the patella, T2 effects dominate the contrast difference 
between the two echoes S+ (left) and S- (right).
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where S+ and S- are the images on echoes 1 and 2 respectively. The image processing 

software uses a subtraction ratio, where a coefficient β is used to null the synovial fluid 

accordingly. Simulations were used to determine β that nulled the fluid signal, using the 

Extended Phase Graph (EPG) model22 of the qDESS sequence and known values of T1 and T2 

relaxation times and diffusivity for synovial fluid (3620 ms, 767 ms and 2.6 μm2/ms, respec-

tively).19,23 We found a ratio of β = 2.49, based on EPG calculation with our scan parameters 

mentioned earlier. Using this ratio and the equation above, synovitis images were created 

for each patient.

Image grading

Synovitis on both CE-MRI and qDESS images was scored by a musculoskeletal radiologist 

with 16 years of experience in reading clinical and research knee MRI scans (EO) using the 

semi-quantitative scoring method described by Guermazi et al.24. Synovitis was scored at 11 

different sites throughout the knee (Table 1), and at each location the synovial membrane 

was scored based on the maximal thickness on any slice using the following cut-offs: grade 0 

if < 2 mm, grade 1 if 2–4 mm and grade 2 if > 4 mm. Subsequently, a whole-knee synovitis 

sum score was calculated by summing the scores of all 11 sites. The diagnosis of synovitis 

was based on the whole-knee synovitis sum score, as follows: normal or equivocal synovitis 

(sum score 0–4); mild synovitis (sum score 5–8); moderate synovitis (sum score 9–12); and 

severe synovitis (sum score ≥ 13). Scoring of qDESS and CE-MRI images was performed 

independently and in random order, blinded for patient details. Scans were scored on all scan 

planes, using reformatted images from the 3D sequences.

Statistical analysis

The correlation between whole-joint synovitis sum scores of qDESS MRI and CE-MRI (refer-

ence standard) were determined using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Correlation 

alone is illustrative, therefore more exploratory the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 

was measured for absolute agreement. A correlation coefficient of 0.40-0.59 is considered 

as moderate, 0.6-0.79 as strong and 0.8-1 as very strong. Site-specific correlations were 

also evaluated for all 11 sites separately. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis 

was performed to determine the diagnostic performance of the whole-joint synovitis sum 

score of qDESS MRI, using CE-MRI as the reference standard. Both qDESS and CE-MRI 

Table 1: Sites scored for synovitis according to Guermazi et al.24

1. Medial parapatellar recess
2. Lateral parapatellar recess
3. Suprapatellar
4. Infrapatellar
5. Intercondylar
6. Medial perimeniscal

7. Lateral perimeniscal
8. Adjacent to the anterior cruciate ligaments
9. Adjacent to the posterior cruciate ligaments
10. Baker’s cysts
11. Loose bodies
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scores were categorized into two categories using the previously published cut-offs24 and 

then a tabulation of these two categorized scores was done. Sensitivity, specificity, positive 

predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value (NPV) were calculated along with 95% 

confidence intervals (CI). First, ROC analyses were performed for the diagnosis of synovitis 

with severity of mild or higher, moderate or higher, and severe using the original cut-off 

values as described.24 Finally, the ROC analysis was repeated with adjusted cut-off values 

of the qDESS whole-joint sum score, based on Youden’s index.25 A p value of <0.05 was 

considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (version 25, 

IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

Thirty-one patients (14 females and 17 males; mean age 58 years) were included in this 

study, of which 6 (19%) had radiographic OA with a severity of K&L grade 1, 10 (32%) had 

K&L grade 2, 8 (26%) had K&L grade 3, and 7 (23%) had end-stage grade 4 radiographic 

OA. Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 2.

Imaging findings

On CE-MRI, 11 (35.5%) patients had no synovitis, 9 (29.0%) had mild synovitis, 6 (19.4%) 

had moderate synovitis and 5 (16.1%) had severe synovitis. On qDESS MRI, 10 out of 31 

patients (32.3%) had no synovitis, 13 (41.9%) had mild synovitis, 8 (25.8%) had moderate 

Table 2: Baseline patient characteristics.

Parameter Value

No. of patients
Males
Females

31
14
17

Mean age in years ± SD 58 ± 10

Mean BMI in kg/m2 ± SD 27.5 ± 4.4

Symptomatic knee
Left
Right

15
16

Radiographic OA severity
(K&L grade)

Grade 0 0

Grade 1 6

Grade 2 10

Grade 3 8

Grade 4 7
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synovitis and none had severe synovitis, when the cut-off values of the whole-joint synovitis 

sum scores were used as defined by Guermazi et al.24. qDESS MRI whole-knee sum score 

showed a mean (SD) of 5.16 (3.75) compared to 7.13 (4.66) for CE-MRI whole-knee. Repre-

sentative qDESS and CE-MRI images are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Figure 2: Sagittal qDESS hybrid difference image (left) and CE-MRI (right), both at the level of the patella.

Figure 3: Sagittal qDESS hybrid difference image (left) and CE-MRI (right), both at the level of the origin 
of anterior cruciate ligament.
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Correlation analysis

Very strong correlation was found between whole-joint synovitis sum scores of qDESS and 

CE-MRI (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient 0.96 (95% CI 0.91-0.98), p < 0.001)). The 

scatterplot of all datapoints can be found in Figure 4. The ICC for absolute agreement was 

0.84 (95% CI 0.14-0.95) (Table 3).

Figure 4: Scatterplot of Guermazi sumscores from both CE-MRI and qDESS.

Table 3: Site-specific correlations.

Spearman’s correlation 
(p value)

ICC absolute agreement 
(95% CI)

1. Medial parapatellar recess 0.74 (<0.001) 0.70 (0.45-0.84)

2. Lateral parapatellar recess 0.82 (<0.001) 0.81 (0.65-0.91)

3. Suprapatellar 0.89 (<0.001) 0.85 (0.71-0.93)

4. Infrapatellar 0.60 (<0.001) 0.49 (0.09-0.74)

5. Intercondylar 0.41 (0.022) 0.30 (-0.02-0.57)

6. Medial perimeniscal 0.52 (0.003) 0.44 (0.08-0.69)

7. Lateral perimeniscal 0.67 (<0.001) 0.58 (0.22-0.78)

8. Adjacent to the anterior cruciate ligaments 0.65 (<0.001) 0.59 (0.30-0.78)

9. Adjacent to the posterior cruciate ligaments 0.84 (<0.001) 0.83 (0.68-0.92)

10. Baker’s cysts 0.95 (<0.001) 0.97 (0.93-0.98)

11. Loose bodies not applicable not applicable

Whole-joint synovitis sum score 0.96 (<0.001) 0.84 (0.14-0.95)
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When each of the 11 regions was analyzed individually, the highest correlations (> 0.8) were 

observed for the lateral parapatellar recess, suprapatellar, adjacent to the posterior cruciate 

ligament, and in Baker’s cyst. Correlation was low for the intercondylar site (Table 3). There 

were no patients who had synovial thickening around a loose body.

ROC analysis

The results of the ROC analyses are shown in Table 4. The diagnostic performance of qDESS 

MRI for detecting mild or higher degree of synovitis showed an AUC (std. error) of 0.98 

(0.02), using the original cut-off values, with an accompanying sensitivity and specificity of 

1.00 (95% CI 0.80-1.00) and 0.91 (95% CI 0.57-1.00), respectively. For detection of severe 

synovitis, however, a sensitivity of 0 (95% CI 0-0.537) was found and a specificity of 1.00 

(0.84-1.00). After adjusting the cut-off values, the cut-off values changed from 5 to 4, 9 to 

6, and 13 to 9, for mild or higher, moderate or higher, and severe synovitis, respectively. Also, 

the sensitivity and specificity changed after cut-off adjustment, especially for severe synovitis, 

where the sensitivity increased to 1.00 (95% CI 0.46-1.00) and specificity increased to 0.89 

(95% CI 0.69-0.97). The results of the ROC analysis after optimization are shown in Table 5.

DISCUSSION

Our findings have shown that the qDESS synovitis images can differentiate between the 

synovial membrane and joint effusion, with high correlation for mild and moderate synovitis. 

While the contrast between the synovial fluid and membrane for the qDESS synovitis im-

ages are visually not as good as the T1-weighted contrast-enhanced sequence images, the 

synovial membrane is clearly distinguishable. qDESS systematically underestimated synovitis 

severity compared to CE-MRI. Adjustment of the cut-off values increased the agreement of 

qDESS, especially for severe synovitis.

In this study we included patients with knee OA ranging from K&L 1-4, whereas in a previous 

pilot study20 data of patients with knee OA K&L 2 or 3 was analyzed. We believe that, be-

cause of its non-contrast properties, DESS ultimately holds promise as an (early) OA imaging 

biomarker that can be applied routinely in clinical patient care and research. It can be imple-

mented widely in existing MRI protocols, and become a useful addition to the multi-tissue 

capability of MRI for OA assessment. The inclusion of a technique capable of visualizing 

synovitis in MRI protocols may facilitate identification of patients with an ‘inflammatory’ OA 

phenotype who may benefit from targeted anti-inflammatory treatment.

Lower synovial scores were found using qDESS than using CE-MRI. A possible explanation 

for this could be that diffusion parameters measured by qDESS on the edges of synovial 
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tissue are almost equal to synovial fluid, which makes the synovial tissue look smaller on 

qDESS than on CE-MRI. Further optimization of the qDESS technique, both with regard to 

the acquisition and image processing may in future reduce the systematic underestimation 

of synovitis severity.

There are other non-CE-MRI scoring methods, such as WORMS26, KOSS27, BLOKS28, and 

MOAKS29, that do not require a contrast agent. However, all these methods score synovitis 

indirectly based on a combination of both effusion and synovial hypertrophy.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) is another technique that can image synovitis in knee OA 

non-invasively, without using a contrast agent. It is used to study the structure of biological 

tissue. The idea of using DTI for knee synovitis is based on previous experience in brain 

imaging, where high Fractional Anisotropy (FA) is positively correlated with pro-inflammatory 

cytokines. Agarwal et al.30 found that the synovium showed higher FA values compared to 

surrounding tissue. Double inversion recovery (DIR) MRI is another method, which enables 

the evaluation of inflamed synovium by simultaneously suppressing fat signal and water 

signal intensity of the joint effusion.31–33 Also, a recent study showed that using fluid attenu-

ation inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRI, by nullifying the fluid signal, inflamed synovium was 

detectable without using a contrast agent.34 Ultrasound is an alternative imaging modality 

to assess synovitis. However, although ultrasound may be particularly useful to diagnose 

synovitis, it has limitations with regard to quantitative assessment. Also, while MRI allows the 

evaluation of all potential locations of synovitis in the knee joint, both superficial and deep, 

ultrasound can only visualize superficial areas.

The strengths of our study are that we included patients with all severities of radiographic 

OA (K&L grade 1 to 4), and that we were able to perform different MRI sequences, including 

contrast-enhanced MRI in as many as 31 patients. 31 patients can also be seen as a low 

amount, however in this study it is enough as it is mostly exploratory. There are certain 

other limitations to our study. First, the data presented in this manuscript is cross-sectional; 

therefore, no link regarding disease progression could be made. Second, to create the qDESS 

synovitis images, some minor post processing is required. However, we believe that these are 

technical issues can be addressed relatively easily, and we expect that the demonstration of 

good diagnostic performance by this and other studies may accelerate the translation of the 

adapted qDESS sequence and post processing algorithms. No histology was assessed in this 

study, however we think that arthroscopic biopsy is not the best reference method because 

the most important thing we want to know in this study is the load of the inflammation, 

which cannot be assessed using biopsy. Another limitation is that the scan time of qDESS 

sequence is around 5 minutes. The acquisition takes this long, due to the multiple echoes 

that are required for the diffusivity, and also the very large FOV used in this study played a 
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role. However, this version of qDESS can also be used to assess the T2 relaxation times and 

apparent diffusion coefficient of cartilage.18,19 However, as there is no need for a contrast 

agent, total examination time is shorter than CE-MRI. Finally, we did not externally validate 

our results in an independent cohort, which we consider an essential next step in the evalu-

ation of qDESS in follow-up research. As a further consideration, the optimal unenhanced 

MRI technique to depict synovitis is not yet known and future research should continue to 

investigate the different unenhanced MRI techniques and compare with qDESS MRI.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, synovitis detection is possible without the need for an intravenous contrast 

agent by using hybrid images created using qDESS MRI. Redefinition of cut-off values is 

needed for this scoring, because qDESS consistently shows slight underdetection compared 

to CE-MRI.
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DISCUSSION

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is expected to be characterized by early changes in perfusion due to 

inflammation. This can be observed by changes in the synovium, infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP), 

and in the subchondral bone. This thesis focused on imaging, to study the role of inflamma-

tion in knee OA. In this chapter, the clinical implications of different imaging techniques are 

discussed and future perspectives are provided.

PATIENT POPULATIONS

In Chapter 2 we included patients with varying knee OA grades, however all these patients 

had unicompartmental knee OA. This population is therefore unique as it allowed us to 

analyze two knee compartments with different OA severity and biomechanical loading 

within the same patient. Analyzing differences within the same patient also has advantages 

for the statistical analysis, since many potentially confounding factors related to patient 

characteristics are not an issue.

Although in Chapters 2 to 4 we used different patient populations included in two prospec-

tive clinical studies, one case-control study on PFP (Triple-P study) and one observational 

study on OA, the same MRI scanner and identical DCE-MRI scan parameters were used. This 

allowed us to directly compare results of the quantitative DCE-MRI analysis from across the 

two studies and perform an integrative analysis of healthy volunteers, PFP patients and OA 

patients in Chapter 4.

In our most recent study, the Diagnostic Imaging for Knee Osteoarthritis (DISKO) study, we 

included patients with a wide range of knee OA. This study, described in Chapters 5 and 6, 

was unique as we were able to perform many different imaging techniques. Moreover, we 

were able to administer two contrast agents, one for MRI and one for ultrasound, during 

the same day.

DCE-MRI TO INVESTIGATE INFLAMMATION IN KNEE OA

The first part of this thesis focused on investigating features of knee OA that are believed to 

be associated with inflammation, because the significance of inflammation in the pathogen-

esis and symptom perception of OA is increasingly understood.1–3 Increased blood perfusion, 

which can be evaluated by dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI, has been considered a 

surrogate measure of inflammation for a variety of musculoskeletal tissues.4–9 Hence, we 

applied a quantitative DCE-MRI technique to analyze increased blood perfusion in subchon-

dral bone, bone marrow lesions (BMLs), the IPFP as a whole, and T2FS hyperintense IPFP 

lesions. After applying a pharmacokinetic model to the data, DCE-MRI provides two main 

robust quantitative outcome parameters, Ktrans and Kep, which describe the local tissue 
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perfusion.10 Ktrans reflects the volume transfer constant, which is a measure of the volume 

transfer constant between blood plasma and extracellular extravascular space (EES)11, while 

Kep represents the rate constant from the EES to the vascular component.

In Chapter 2 we showed that Ktrans and Kep of both epimetaphyseal and subchondral bone 

were significantly higher in the most affected compartment than in the least affect compart-

ment in patients with predominantly unicompartmental knee OA. In addition, subchondral 

BMLs were associated with higher Ktrans and Kep compared to subchondral bone regions 

without BMLs. BMLs were found to likely account for most of the effect of the higher bone 

perfusion in knee OA.

Since patellofemoral pain (PFP) is seen as a possible precursor of knee OA12,13, we analyzed 

blood perfusion also in patients with PFP. In Chapter 3 we found that infrapatellar fat pad 

(IPFP) volume, Ktrans and Vp (the vascular fraction) within the whole IPFP were not different 

between healthy control subjects and patients with PFP. This was in contrast to our initial 

hypothesis, which was that PFP would also have an inflammatory component manifested in 

the IPFP. In Chapter 4, we found that T2FS-hyperintense regions of the IPFP demonstrated 

higher quantitative DCE-MRI blood perfusion parameters compared to adjacent tissue with 

normal signal intensity in patients with knee OA. However, in patients with PFP and healthy 

control subjects, in which such lesions are also commonly found, we did not find increased 

blood perfusion. This was contrary to our hypothesis and suggests a different underlying 

mechanism of IPFP T2FS-hyperintense regions across patient subgroups, in which an inflam-

matory pathogenesis is only present in OA.

Altogether, the results of Chapters 2-4 suggest that in knee OA the blood perfusion within 

different lesions in the knee are increased, related to inflammation. This increase in perfusion 

was not seen in knee lesions within patients with PFP.

TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DCE-MRI

The results of our study described in Chapter 2 were in concordance with the study of 

Budzik et al.14, who also showed higher perfusion parameters in OA bone than in non-OA 

bone. However, Budzik used a simplified, model-free, DCE-MRI analysis. In our opinion the 

use of a pharmacokinetic model, such as we used in our studies in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, 

and Chapter 4, is preferred. Using a pharmacokinetic model makes the perfusion analysis 

quantitative and provides parameters that are more suitable to compare different patients. 

Aaron et al.15 studied OA bone perfusion in osteoarthritic bone in the human knee with 

DCE-MRI, using software based on the Brix pharmacokinetic model. However, in the Brix 

model, no arterial input function (AIF) is used. Even when a pharmacokinetic model is used, 

we think it is important to make the model more specific for the patient group studied, by 
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applying an AIF. In a prior study, it has been demonstrated that the Tofts pharmacokinetic 

model renders better results than Brix.16 In that same study it was recommended to use a 

groupwise or an subject specific AIF, and we chose for the latter.

In all of the described studies, we applied the Tofts model by using the DCE-tool in Horos 

(Osirix based imaging platform).17 In this DCE-tool we used a subject-specific AIF, since a 

group-wise AIF is not yet available within the DCE-tool. From a previous study based on the 

same DCE-MRI acquisition technique, we know that a group wise AIF is slightly favorable 

over a subject specific AIF.16 The reason is a risk of missing the arterial bolus when using a 

subject-specific AIF, related to the temporal resolution of 10 seconds. However, to overcome 

this problem we visually checked all AIF curves, and thereafter adapted the AIF arterial region, 

if needed, to capture the bolus peak adequately.

In our studies we could only include a DCE-MR scan acquisition limited to six minutes due to 

time constraints. The limitation of such a short acquisition is that the contrast plateau might 

not be reached. In some cases, especially in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, this plateau was 

indeed not reached in the IPFP. Although the Kep value will be affected when the plateau 

is not reached, we still think that this parameter is still valid as an outcome of these studies, 

because this limitation applies to both groups and we did not perform any longitudinal mea-

sures. The Ktrans perfusion parameter is calculated based on the primary inflow, therefore 

this parameter is more robust than Kep with shorter scan times.

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR VISUALIZATION 
OF SYNOVITIS IN KNEE OA

In this part of the thesis, we assessed the diagnostic accuracy of a wide range of imaging 

techniques for visualization of synovitis in the knee in the prospective DISKO study where we 

were able to apply a wide range of imaging techniques in the same patients. We believed 

that identifying a combination of accurate and feasible imaging techniques is highly relevant 

because it is known that synovitis, even in the early stages of knee OA, plays an important 

role in the perception of symptoms and is an important predictor of OA progression.18,19,20 

The most accepted hypothesis is that, once degraded, cartilage fragments come into the 

joint and in contact with the synovium. The synovium reacts by producing inflammatory me-

diators, released in the synovial fluid. These mediators increase angiogenesis and can activate 

chondrocytes, which eventually can lead to the increase in degradation of the cartilage.21 A 

vicious cycle follows.

To overcome the limitations of conventional imaging techniques that visualize a combina-

tion of the synovial membrane and the synovial fluid, a surrogate measure of synovitis, we 
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focused on techniques that are able to directly visualize the synovium and offer a more 

precise assessment of synovitis, using CE-MRI as the reference standard.

In Chapter 5 we observed that the diagnostic accuracy of grayscale (GSUS), power Dop-

pler (PDUS) and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) for detecting synovitis in knee OA, 

was lower compared to CE-MRI. GSUS showed the highest overall diagnostic performance 

compared to PDUS and CEUS when analyzed separately.

One previous study by Song et al.22 evaluated GSUS, PDUS and CEUS in comparison with CE-

MRI in a population of 41 patients with painful knee OA. Our finding that PDUS has higher 

sensitivity than GSUS, however with a lower specificity, is in agreement with their study.

We expected that the inflammation within the knee could be seen better using PDUS and 

CEUS, where these two methods potentially could detect perfusion increases. However, in 

our study we could not confirm this hypothesis. One possible reason for this would be some 

of the patients had no ‘active’ state of synovitis, which is seen most in rheumatoid arthritis.23

Even knowing that the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound is lower than CE-MRI, it remains an 

attractive alternative. Ultrasound is more readily available, less costly and faster.

In Chapter 6 we found that synovitis detection is possible without the need for an intra-

venous contrast agent by using hybrid images created with quantitative dual echo steady 

state (qDESS) MRI. The fact that qDESS could differentiate between the synovial membrane 

and joint effusion, showing ‘real synovitis’, is very promising. Still, the contrast between the 

synovial fluid and membrane for the qDESS synovitis images is visually not as good as for 

the contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images on which the synovial membrane is more clearly 

distinguishable.

For both studies we used a semiquantitative scoring method for synovitis as described 

by Guermazi et al.24, which was designed as a specific scoring tool for directly visualized 

synovium on CE-MRI. Because qDESS consistently showed slight underestimation of synovitis 

degree compared to CE-MRI, redefinition of cut-off values is needed for synovitis scoring on 

qDESS. Other scoring methods for synovitis have been integrated in various semi-quantitative 

scoring systems that assess many knee OA features in different tissues. Examples of these are 

Whole-Organ Magnetic Resonance Imaging Score (WORMS)25, Knee Osteoarthritis Scoring 

System (KOSS)26, Boston Leeds Osteoarthritis Knee Score (BLOKS)27, and MRI Osteoarthritis 

Knee Score (MOAKS)28. Since these scoring methods are all based on non-contrast MRI, 

they all score synovitis indirectly based on a combination of both joint effusion and synovial 

hypertrophy assessed on T2- and proton density weighted images.
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In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 we included only patients with clinical palpable effusion sy-

novitis, however still some of these patients did not have any thickened synovium or even 

effusion on imaging. A possible explanation may be the fluctuating pattern of inflammatory 

OA manifestations like effusion and synovial hypertrophy, leading to so-called, ‘flares’, a 

sudden and temporary increase in joint pain and other symptoms.29 Because of the delay 

between clinical examination and imaging in our study, we might not have captured the 

flare at the time of imaging, whereas the clinical examination may have corresponded more 

closely to clinical symptoms of inflammation. Still we think that the effects of these flares on 

our results are limited, because the compared techniques were performed on the same day 

within the same patient. Therefore, the amount of synovitis should theoretically not have any 

influence on our diagnostic performance results.

GOLD STANDARD FOR SYNOVITIS ASSESSMENT

This thesis mainly focused on imaging synovitis, although in the literature histological as-

sessment of the synovial tissue is still considered as the ‘gold standard’ for the diagnosis of 

synovitis. Microscopical assessment of synovial tissue is documented in several studies, using 

different techniques. The synovial biopsies can be stained with hematoxylin, eosin or VIII 

(immunohistochemistry) before microscopic analysis. Inflammatory cell infiltrates, synovial 

lining layer thickness, fibrosis and degree of vascularity are features that can be scored. The 

biopsies can also be examined with immune reagents, using monoclonal antibodies binding 

T cells (CD2), T helper cells (CD4), T suppressor cells (CD8), B cells (CD19), DR positive cells 

(I3), and macrophage subset (RM3/1). Histology of synovium as a comparator for imaging 

techniques in knee OA is not often used.30–37 While histology has many advantages, it has 

one major drawback, as it is an invasive technique. Therefore, it is not feasible to perform 

histological analysis in large studies and in clinical care, and imaging remains the most impor-

tant tool for assessment of synovitis.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Inflammatory lesions, seen as altered perfusion regions, described in Chapters 2-4, should 

get more attention within the clinical practice, as they are closely related to inflammation 

and OA progression.

In situations where a MRI or CE-MRI is not directly indicated, ultrasound could still be use-

ful to detect synovitis in knee OA. According to recent insights, identifying patients with 

synovitis through imaging is crucial in order to initiate targeted anti-inflammatory therapy 

and prevent progression of OA.38

We believe that when qDESS or a comparable imaging technique is added to existing knee 

MRI protocols, this will yield important additional information allowing radiologists to de-
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scribe the OA status more comprehensively. With this information, treating physicians will 

be able to tailor therapies more towards the individual patient in a personalized medicine 

approach, e.g. focused on anti-inflammatory treatment in patients with OA characterized by 

synovitis demonstrated with qDESS MRI who are at risk for rapid OA progression.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, this thesis contributes to the knowledge of perfusion imaging in patients 

with knee OA. Perfusion can be quantified using both conventional contrast-enhanced MRI 

and with a novel, non-contrast-enhanced, MRI sequence. Significant differences in perfusion 

between patients with and without knee OA were observed. The clinical implications of 

these findings should be investigated in future studies.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Using a cross-sectional study design, we found higher perfusion within BMLs in Chapter 2 

and higher perfusion within T2FS-hyperintense IPFP lesions in Chapter 4. In future research, 

to explore the utility of DCE-MRI for clinical practice, it would be very interesting to evaluate 

the predictive value of highly perfused BMLs and T2FS hyperintense lesions in the IPFP for 

progression of OA. Given the fact that inflammation is presumed to be an important factor 

in OA progression, these lesions may be associated with structural OA changes, and with 

higher rates of cartilage degeneration over time in the overlying cartilage layer. Also it would 

be interesting to examine the perfusion of BMLs and T2FS-hyperintense IPFP lesions in a 

population with a wider range of clinical OA severity, to evaluate the diagnostic value of both 

BMLs and T2FS-hyperintense lesions and their perfusion characteristics in classifying patients 

with unknown OA status, and to study the relationship of perfusion parameters with clinical 

symptoms.

In our DISKO study described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 we not only performed ultrasound 

and CE-MRI, but also DCE-MRI. However, DCE-MRI data have not yet been analyzed. Hope-

fully in the near future this can still be performed, as we used a new DCE-MRI sequence, the 

DIfferential Subsampling with Cartesian Ordering (DISCO) sequence39, which offers images 

with high spatial resolution scans combined with a high temporal resolution. We included a 

variety of different knee OA grade, which makes this study particularly suitable to study the 

DCE-MRI derived perfusion parameters across the range of OA grades.

Inflammation in knee OA is accompanied by angiogenesis, leading to increased perfusion 

visible on imaging. From animal studies it is known that targeting this angiogenesis induces 

a reduction in inflammation, cartilage damage, and pain.40 In future research it would be 

very interesting to analyze the effects of targeting angiogenesis, as now performed in the 
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NEO study, where neovascularization around the knee is embolized. Hypothetically this will 

reduce pain and synovitis.

Nuclear imaging techniques offer useful functional imaging tools to assess for the detection 

of inflammatory OA features and the prediction of progression of OA. It can be used for the 

detection of synovitis in patients with chronic knee pain.41 Scintigraphy is a more sensitive 

method than physical examination in detecting histologically documented synovitis.41–43 Using 

positron emission tomography (PET), 18F-FDG uptake in painful knees is significantly higher 

than in controls, and the SUVmax has also been demonstrated to be higher in patients with 

knee pain in the synovium in most cases.44 The disadvantage of many nuclear techniques is 

that the findings are less specific for localized inflammation, as it provides an assessment of 

a larger area and there are multiple processes that can lead to increased radiotracer activity. 

For instance, FDG-PET reflects the glucose metabolism of target tissues, which is not only 

determined by inflammation. In addition, no accurate spatial correlation, or correlation with 

structural abnormalities can be obtained with most common nuclear techniques. It would 

be interesting to investigate the possibilities of the combination of nuclear imaging and MRI 

imaging to study inflammation in knee OA, which is now possible by means of the hybrid 

PET-MRI technique, which combines simultaneously acquired high resolution morphological 

information with functional information in a single examination.
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Knee osteoarthritis (OA) is a complex, whole organ disease with significant disability for pa-

tients. To date, the only effective treatment for knee OA is knee arthroplasty. The number of 

patients with knee OA is likely to increase in the future due to the increasing life expectancy. 

It is therefore important to understand the pathophysiology of knee OA and to optimize 

ways to diagnose the disease in an early stage. In this way, early diagnosis could further 

enable new therapies to counteract OA. This thesis focused on two main research topics; 

1) the assessment of quantitative perfusion parameters within different tissues of the knee, 

and 2) the evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy of imaging techniques for visualization of 

synovitis in the knee.

QUANTITATIVE MRI PERFUSION PARAMETERS WITHIN 
DIFFERENT TISSUES OF THE KNEE

Nowadays knee OA is seen as a whole joint disease, in which beside cartilage also (subchon-

dral) bone, synovium, menisci and the infrapatellar fat pad (IPFP) are affected. Changes in 

subchondral bone could be a marker of altered fluid dynamics, which is thought to affect the 

excretion of cytokines that regulate and accelerate bone remodeling and cartilage degenera-

tion. In order to compare the perfusion in osteoarthritic bone with the surrounding bone, 

perfusion parameters within the subchondral bone were measured using quantitative dy-

namic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI in patients with unicompartmental knee OA in Chapter 

2. The DCE parameters Ktrans and Kep, representing perfusion, of both epimetaphyseal and 

subchondral bone were significantly higher in the most affected compared to the least affect 

compartment. In addition, subchondral bone marrow lesions (BMLs) were associated with 

higher Ktrans and Kep compared to subchondral bone regions without BMLs. The conclu-

sion of this chapter was that BMLs likely account for most of the effect of the higher bone 

perfusion in knee OA.

Patellofemoral pain (PFP) is a common knee condition and possible precursor of knee os-

teoarthritis. Inflammation or increased volume of the IPFP may induce knee pain. DCE-MRI 

perfusion parameters can be used as surrogate measure of inflammation. In Chapter 3, ki-

netic DCE-MRI parameters within the whole IPFP were evaluated in PFP patients and healthy 

controls. It was assessed if there is a relation between the volume of the IPFP compared to 

the DCE-MRI perfusion parameters. We also looked at two other parameters, edema in the 

IPFP and the amount of joint effusion. We concluded that DCE-MRI perfusion parameters 

and larger volumes of the IPFP were not associated with PFP, but patient’s knees with effusion 

showed higher perfusion, pointing towards inflammation.
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In Chapter 4, quantitative blood perfusion parameters within T2FS-hyperintense regions in 

the IPFP, based on DCE-MRI, were evaluated between patients with OA, patients with PFP, 

and control subjects. T2FS-hyperintense regions of the IPFP demonstrated higher quantitative 

DCE-MRI blood perfusion parameters compared to adjacent tissue with normal signal inten-

sity in patients with knee OA. However, no such difference was observed between patients 

with PFP and healthy control subjects. This suggests different pathophysiology of IPFP T2FS-

hyperintense regions across patient subgroups, in which an inflammatory pathogenesis is 

only present in OA.

DIAGNOSTIC ACCURACY OF IMAGING TECHNIQUES FOR 
VISUALIZATION OF SYNOVITIS IN KNEE OSTEOARTHRITIS

Joint inflammation, characterized by swelling of the synovium and joint effusion, is a key 

process in knee OA. The accepted reference standard for visualizing synovitis is MRI after 

intravenous administration of a contrast agent, also referred to as contrast-enhanced MRI 

(CE-MRI).

Despite the many advantages of MRI for a comprehensive evaluation of the osteoarthritic 

joint, ultrasound (US) is a suitable alternative to image the soft tissues of the knee. With the 

most commonly used US-method, grayscale ultrasound (GSUS), it is difficult to differentiate 

synovium from joint fluid. Other US-methods could be more suitable for this purpose, for 

example power Doppler ultrasound (PDUS) to visualize the extent of vascularization, which is 

expected to be increased in synovitis. In addition, contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) can 

be used, a relatively novel tool for imaging synovitis. CEUS uses contrast agents composed of 

microbubbles that allow assessment of perfusion, based on enhanced ultrasound reflections 

in tissues where blood flow is increased. In Chapter 5, CE-MRI was compared with GSUS, 

PDUS, and CEUS for the visualization of synovitis in knee OA. This study demonstrated that, 

even under optimized conditions, the combination of GSUS, PDUS, and CEUS shows only 

limited overall diagnostic accuracy for the assessment of synovitis compared to CE-MRI as the 

golden standard. Of the evaluated US-methods, GSUS showed the highest overall diagnostic 

performance. Combining US methods resulted in slightly higher performance in diagnosing 

moderate or higher degree of synovitis. From a practical perspective, GSUS is most feasibly 

combined with PDUS, whereas CEUS is less likely to be useful in most clinical practices due 

to the required contrast agent.

Dual echo steady state (DESS) MRI is an increasingly applied technique in the diagnosis of 

knee OA, but little is known about DESS used for synovitis scoring. With a modified DESS 

sequence, rapid diffusion weighted imaging can be performed to acquire two diffusion im-
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ages to improve synovitis visualization, referred to as quantitative DESS (qDESS) MRI. A linear 

combination of the two qDESS images can be used to create an image that displays contrast 

between synovium and the synovial fluid. Therefore, qDESS does not require contrast agents, 

and it has a higher resolution than conventional diffusion weighted techniques. In Chapter 

6, synovitis severity as detected on both CE-MRI and a qDESS sequence were compared. 

qDESS MRI showed to be accurate in detecting synovitis in patients with knee OA compared 

to CE-MRI, however with an underestimation of severity. In addition, the qDESS images 

can differentiate between the synovial membrane and joint effusion, with high diagnostic 

accuracy for mild and moderate synovitis. As qDESS does not need a contrast agent, this 

method could be a valuable addition to the existing MRI techniques.

CONCLUSION

In Chapter 7, the main findings and future perspectives are discussed. Concluding, it can 

be said that this thesis contributes to the knowledge of perfusion imaging in patients with 

knee OA. Perfusion in various joint tissues involved in OA can be quantified using both con-

ventional contrast-enhanced MRI and with a novel, non-contrast-enhanced, MRI sequence. 

On this novel qDESS MRI sequence, synovitis can be diagnosed. Significant differences in 

inflammatory changes, assessed with advanced imaging techniques, were observed between 

patients with and without knee OA. The clinical implications of these findings should be 

investigated in future studies.
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Knieartrose is een complexe ziekte, die het gehele orgaan aangaat. De ziekte heeft een zeer 

grote impact voor patiënten. Tot op heden is knieartroplastiek de enige effectieve behande-

ling voor knieartrose. Het aantal patiënten met knieartrose zal in de toekomst waarschijnlijk 

toenemen als gevolg van de toenemende levensverwachting. Het is daarom belangrijk om de 

pathofysiologie van knieartrose te begrijpen en om methoden te optimaliseren die de ziekte 

in een vroeg stadium kunnen diagnosticeren. Op deze manier kan een vroege diagnose 

nieuwe therapieën mogelijk maken om artrose tegen te gaan. Dit proefschrift richtte zich 

op twee belangrijke onderzoeksthema’s; 1) de beoordeling van kwantitatieve perfusiepara-

meters binnen verschillende weefsels van de knie, en 2) de evaluatie van de diagnostische 

nauwkeurigheid van beeldvormende technieken voor visualisatie van synovitis in de knie.

KWANTITATIEVE MRI PERFUSIEPARAMETERS BINNEN 
VERSCHILLENDE WEEFSELS VAN DE KNIE

Tegenwoordig wordt knieartrose gezien als een aandoening van het gehele gewricht, 

waarbij naast kraakbeen ook (subchondraal) bot, synovium, menisci en het infrapatellaire 

vetkussen (IPFP) worden aangetast. Veranderingen in het subchondrale bot zouden een 

marker kunnen zijn van veranderde vloeistofdynamica, waarvan wordt aangenomen dat 

het de uitscheiding van cytokines beïnvloedt die botremodellering en kraakbeendegeneratie 

reguleren en versnellen. Om de perfusie in artrotisch bot te vergelijken met het omliggende 

bot, werden de perfusieparameters in het subchondrale bot gemeten met behulp van kwan-

titatieve dynamische contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI bij patiënten met unicompartimentele 

knieartrose in Hoofdstuk 2. De DCE-parameters Ktrans en Kep, welke perfusie meten van 

zowel epimetafysair als subchondraal bot, waren significant hoger in het meest aangetaste 

compartiment in vergelijking met het minst aangetaste compartiment. Bovendien waren 

subchondrale beenmerglaesies (BML’s) geassocieerd met hogere Ktrans en Kep vergeleken 

met subchondrale gebieden zonder BML’s. De conclusie van dit hoofdstuk was dat BMLs 

waarschijnlijk verantwoordelijk zijn voor het grootste deel van de hogere botperfusie bij 

knieartrose.

Patellofemoraal pijnsyndroom (PFP) is een veel voorkomende knieaandoening en mogelijke 

voorloper van artrose in de knie. Ontsteking of toegenomen volume van de IPFP kan kniepijn 

veroorzaken. DCE-MRI perfusieparameters kunnen worden gebruikt als surrogaat maat-

staf voor de ontsteking. In Hoofdstuk 3 werden kinetische DCE-MRI-parameters binnen 

de gehele IPFP geëvalueerd bij PFP-patiënten en gezonde controles. Er werd beoordeeld 

of er een verband bestaat tussen het volume van de IPFP in vergelijking met de DCE-MRI 

perfusieparameters. We keken ook naar twee andere parameters, oedeem in de IPFP en 

de hoeveelheid gewrichtseffusie. We concludeerden dat DCE-MRI perfusieparameters en 
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grotere volumes van de IPFP niet geassocieerd waren met PFP, maar de knieën van patiënten 

met effusie vertoonden een hogere perfusie, wat duidt op een ontsteking.

In Hoofdstuk 4 werden kwantitatieve DCE-MRI bloedperfusieparameters, binnen T2FS-

hyperintense regio’s in de IPFP, geëvalueerd tussen patiënten met artrose, patiënten met PFP 

en gezonde controle patiënten. T2FS-hyperintense regio’s van de IPFP vertoonden hogere 

kwantitatieve DCE-MRI bloedperfusieparameters in vergelijking met aangrenzend weefsel 

met normale signaalintensiteit bij patiënten met knieartrose. Een dergelijk verschil werd 

echter niet waargenomen tussen patiënten met PFP en gezonde controles. Dit suggereert 

verschillende pathofysiologieën van de IPFP T2FS-hyperintense regio’s in subgroepen van 

patiënten, waarin de inflammatoire pathogenese alleen aanwezig is in artrose.

DIAGNOSTISCHE NAUWKEURIGHEID VAN BEELDTECHNIEKEN 
VOOR VISUALISATIE VAN SYNOVITIS IN KNIEARTROSE

Gewrichtsontsteking, gekenmerkt door zwelling van het synovium en gewrichtseffusie, is 

een sleutelproces bij knieartrose. De geaccepteerde referentiestandaard voor het visualiseren 

van synovitis is MRI na intraveneuze toediening van een contrastmiddel, ook wel contrast-

enhanced MRI (CE-MRI) genoemd.

Ondanks de vele voordelen van MRI voor een uitgebreide evaluatie van het artrotisch ge-

wricht, is echografie een geschikt alternatief om het zachte weefsel van de knie in beeld te 

brengen. Met de meest gebruikte echo methode, grayscale-echografie (GSUS), is het moeilijk 

om het synoviale weefsel te onderscheiden van gewrichtsvloeistof. Andere echo methoden 

zouden voor dit doel beter geschikt kunnen zijn, bijvoorbeeld power Doppler-echografie 

(PDUS) om de mate van vascularisatie te visualiseren, die naar verwachting zal toenemen bij 

synovitis. Daarnaast kan ook nog contrast-enhanced echografie (CEUS) worden gebruikt, 

een relatief nieuwe methode voor beeldvorming van synovitis. CEUS maakt gebruik van 

een contrastmiddel dat is samengesteld uit microbubbels waarmee de doorbloeding kan 

worden gevisualiseerd, dit contrastmiddel werkt doordat de bubbels verbeterde ultrasone 

geluidsreflecties geven in weefsels waar de bloedstroom hoog is. In Hoofdstuk 5 werd CE-

MRI vergeleken met GSUS, PDUS en CEUS voor de visualisatie van synovitis bij knieartrose. 

Deze studie toonde aan dat, zelfs onder geoptimaliseerde omstandigheden, de combinatie 

van GSUS, PDUS en CEUS slechts een beperkte diagnostische nauwkeurigheid vertoont 

voor de beoordeling van synovitis in vergelijking met CE-MRI als de referentiestandaard. 

Van de geëvalueerde echo methoden vertoonde GSUS de hoogste algemene diagnostische 

prestaties. Het combineren van echo methoden resulteerde in iets betere prestaties bij het 

diagnosticeren van ten minste matige óf hogere mate van synovitis. Vanuit praktisch oog-
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punt is GSUS het meest haalbaar in combinatie met PDUS, terwijl CEUS minder waarschijnlijk 

gebruikt kan worden in de meeste klinische praktijken, vanwege het vereiste contrastmiddel.

Dual echo steady state (DESS) MRI is een steeds meer toegepaste techniek bij de diagnose 

van knieartrose, maar er is weinig bekend over DESS welke wordt gebruikt voor het scoren 

van synovitis. Met een gemodificeerde DESS-sequentie kan snelle diffusie-gewogen beeldvor-

ming worden uitgevoerd. Hiermee worden twee diffusiebeelden verkregen om de visualisatie 

van synovitis te verbeteren, ook wel kwantitatieve DESS (qDESS) MRI genoemd. Een lineaire 

combinatie van de twee qDESS-afbeeldingen kan worden gebruikt om een afbeelding te 

maken die contrast weergeeft tussen het synovium en de synoviale vloeistof. qDESS heeft 

daarom geen contrastmiddelen nodig en heeft ook een hogere resolutie dan conventionele 

diffusie-gewogen technieken. In Hoofdstuk 6 werd de ernst van synovitis vergeleken, zoals 

gedetecteerd op zowel CE-MRI als met een qDESS sequentie. qDESS MRI bleek accuraat te 

zijn in het detecteren van synovitis bij patiënten met knieartrose in vergelijking met CE-MRI, 

maar met een onderschatting van de ernst ervan. Bovendien kunnen de qDESS-afbeeldingen 

onderscheid maken tussen het synoviale membraan en de synoviale vloeistof, met een hoge 

diagnostische nauwkeurigheid voor milde en matige synovitis. Omdat qDESS geen contrast-

middel nodig heeft, kan deze methode een waardevolle aanvulling zijn op de bestaande 

MRI-technieken.

CONCLUSIE

In Hoofdstuk 7, worden de belangrijkste bevindingen en de toekomstperspectieven bedis-

cussieerd. Concluderend kan gezegd worden dat dit proefschrift bijdraagt aan de kennis 

van perfusiebeeldvorming in patiënten met knieartrose. Perfusie in verschillende gewrichts-

weefsels die bij artrose zijn betrokken, kan worden gekwantificeerd met behulp van zowel 

DCE-MRI als met een nieuwe sequentie, welke geen contrast nodig heeft. Met deze nieuwe 

MRI-sequentie, qDESS, kan synovitis ook worden gediagnosticeerd. Significante verschillen 

in ontstekingsveranderingen, beoordeeld met geavanceerde beeldvormende technieken, 

werden waargenomen tussen patiënten met en zonder knieartrose. De klinische implicaties 

van deze bevindingen zullen in toekomstige studies nog moeten worden onderzocht.
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3D Three-dimensional
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BMI Body mass index
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CE Contrast-enhanced
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SD Standard deviation

3T 3 Tesla

TR Repetition time

VAS Visual analog scale

VOI Volume of interest
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